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Bush Plan Receives ‘Unrestricted’ Approval 

LD3105 105591 Beran DS in German 0954 7M1 

3] May ¥! 

| Text] Bonn / ADN}—The Federal Government has wel- 
comed US. President George Bust.’s Middle East disar- 
mamint initiative. At the federal press conference today. 

government spokesman Dieter Vogel said in this connec- 

ton that all measures that halt the transfer of conven- 
tional weapons and the prolifezation of weapons of mass 

destruction have the government's “unrestricted” 

approval and support 

Vogel said that the FRG had long since renounced the 

manufacture and possession of nuclear, biological. and 

chemical weapons or having them at its disposal. It 

supported President Bush's appeal to use Middle East 

Slates 10 jorn the exrsting agrcement on biological 

weapons and to be the first to sign the convention on a 
worldwide ban on chemical weapons that 1s now being 
negotiated 

The Federal Government strongly supports intensified 

international cooperation with the aim of worldwide 

eflective arms export controls, Vogel stressed. It will 
therefore press for rapid progress in this matter within 

the EC and certainly also at the world economic summit 
in London 

Foreign Minister Advocates More Powers for UN 

1 31/0509349] Cologne Deutschlandtunk Network 

m German 0900 GUT 31 May 9] 

[Text] FRG Foreign Minister Genscher has come out in 

favor of giving the United Nations more comprehensive 

powers. In an article for NORDSEE ZEITU NG. which ts 

published in Bremerhaven. Genscher said that for this 

purpose the position of the UN secretary general and of 

the UN Security Council would have to be strengthened. 
among other things. and a court of justice for human 

rights would have to be established. In addition, the 

politician of the Free Democratic Party of Germany 
called for a UN arms exports register and provisions to 

facilitate the imposition of sanctions against polluters of 

the environment 

Navy Chief Comments on Bundeswehr Issues 

10 3/05/0589] Hambure BILD in German 

‘] May Yi py 

[Interview with Navy Inspector Vice Admiral Hans 

Joachim Mann by Hans-Hermann Tiedje, Vollrath von 
Heintze, and Lothar Schindlbeck: place and date not 
given] 

[Text] [BILD] Constitutional experts say that the 

Bundeswehr could be used in UN missions also without 
a change in the Basic Law 

{Mann] This is correct. However, in the Gulf war the 
situation would have been intolerable for our soldiers 

GERMANY 1 

They would have msked their lives and then read in the 

papers that the majority of our people thought this was 

unconstitutional 

[BILD] At that time many soldiers card that they are 
afraid of a mission in the area of crisis 

[Mann] Those who whined were an absolute mirority. It 
1s simply not correct that the majorcty of Our troops are 

cry-bames—even though this impression might have 

arisen 

[BILD] But more than 74.000 draftees refused to serve 
during the first four months of this year—thal 1s more 

than during the entire ycar of 1990. Was that not fear? 

{Mann} I do not think so. The reason 1s thet the young 

men do nol see any particular sense mm: serving in the 

Bundeswehr at the moment. because the th zat from the 

East 1s gone. And this was the only reason for service in 
the Bundeswehr in the past 

[BILD] Are there other reasons now” 

[Mann] The Bundeswehr 1s an instrument for preventive 
defense and safeguarding against risks. For me this 1s a 
completely sufficrent legitimation. And I try to tell this to 

my soldiers 

[BILD] There were 74,000 conscientious objectors 

within four months—how are things to continue” 

[Mann] I do not know. I only know what 1s necessary. It 
i$ Necessary to get a political statement that ts as clear as 

possible, from the politicians of all big parties about the 

indispensability of the Bundeswehr also after the end of 

the Warsaw Pact 

Views Former GDR Navy 

LD3005 160491 Berlin ADN in German 1421 GMI 

30 May 9/1 

[Excerpt] Berlin, 30 May (ADN)}—(passage omitted] On 

the day of German unity 8.700 men from the former 

people's navy joined the Bundeswehr. Mann stated 

However, only 2.000 will eventually be able to stay. They 

are getting on “very well” with the NVA [National 
People’s Army] people. A kind of labor exchange has 

been set up to help [former] NVA members find a 

civilian occupation 

“But of course 1 was hard for them when I had to tell 
them that, unfortunately. in the federal navy there 1s no 

need for their ships. | felt what they were feeling in that 

moment,” the navy chief of staff said 

SPD Favors Bundeswehr Role in UN Forces 

LD3108082691 Hambure DPA in German O800 GM1 

31] May 9] 

[Text] Bremen (DPA)}—The Social Democratic Party 
[SPD] 1s in favor of German participation in peace- 
promoting actions by the United Nations The SPD 



tw 

Congress in Bremen supported with a large majority a 
relevant change to the Basic Law today. The SPD wants 

the deployment of German troops in “blue helmet” 

actions by the United Nations to be decided on an 
individual basis by the Bundestag. The Social Democrats 

strongly oppose any Bundeswehr participation in muili- 

lary operations outside the NATO sphere 

The vote was preceded by several hours of cmotional 

debate yesterday evening. SPD Chairman Bjorn Eng- 

holm. Bundestag group chairman Hans-Jochen Vogel. 

and numerous other prominent Social Democrats 

strongly appealed to the delegates to allow participation 

in “blue helmet” action 

These UN missions have nothing to do with military 

controntations but serve to prevent them and are thus in 

line with the SPD's peace aims. However, delegates on 

the left-wing, above all. capressed fears thal an amend- 

ment to the Basic Law could open the door to military 

operations by the Bundeswehr outside NATO 

Bundeswehr Presence in Former GDR Airspace 

if 300518559] Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 

27 May 91 pp 70-75 

[Unattinbuted report: “Buffer im the Sky" ] 

[Text] The Bundeswehr plans to ensure air sovercignty 
over castern Germany by itselfi—at the expense of civil 

aviation and against the vill of the Bonn coalition 

Frequent fiyers in West and East Berlin cxaperienced 

their impotence for 40 years. Whenever generals or other 

prominent allied figures arrived by plane the civilian 

passengers had to wait. German authorities were unable 
to do anything about i 

The arrogance of the military officials should have ended 
with the German unification. However, “the only thing 

that has changed 1s the color of the uniforms.” a depart- 
ment head of the Berlin transport senator says. Instead of 

the allies, the Bundeswehr now has a finger im the 

pre—tihe Berlin airspace 

For weeks, the transport authority has been waiting for 
an application from the Lufiwafle to use the airspace 

The pilots intend to drop parachutists over the Spandau 
Lindenufer within the scope of an “inland publicity 

drive” of the Navy at the second weekend im June 

According to the air traffic law. the action requires the 
permission of the Berlin Senat 

However, nobody asks the civilians. In the moilitary 
officials’ view, their show does not require a permission 

because it 1s “urgently necessary” to “fulfill sovereignty 
tasks.” 

The Bonn coalition 1s annoyed at the generals’ arro- 

gance. The Christian Social Union [CSU] and the Free 

Democratic Party [FDP] plan to force Defense Minister 
Gerhard Stoltenberg, of the Christian Democratic Union 

[CD]. to keep to the coalitvon agreement of January 
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thes year. The agreement clearly says that the micrests of 

civil aviation mus. also have precedence over the inter- 
ests of military aviation in the former GDR. too 

So far, Stoltenberg and his officers have failed to observe 

the political agreement. The Bundeswehr has already 
brought two thirds of the airspace over the new federal 

laender under its control, and the soldiers are increas- 

ingly present at civilian airports. The sicreotypical argu- 

ment that the Defense Ministry puts forward to explain 

to Transport Minit Guenther Krause (CDi) the 

reason for the military omnipresence im castern Cer- 

many 1S that after all, the military must react to the fact 

“that the GDR as a buffer” between the East and West 

“has ceased to exrst.” 

The argument can hardly convince the Bonn civilians in 
tuumes of detente. FDP politician Ekkehard Gres, who 1s 

a member of the Bundestag Transport Commiuticc, ts in 
full agreement with the CSU on this rssuc: “We have a 
coalition agreement, which must be observed.” 

An important term for transport politicians 1s “military 

air traffic control,” which has been gradually created in 
the old federal laender and works in paralicl with the 
civihan air traffic control—with considerable reduction 
in friction. No other country in the world has such a dual 

system where—following time-consuming consultations 

with the air traffic controllers—soldiers guide military 
planes through civilian airspace 

In this way something 1s reduced which international 
aviation needs mosi—airspace capacity. In order to 

create more room im the sky over Germany. the Bonn 
government's parties therefore laid down 1n the coalition 

agreement “the integration of military air traffic control 

into the civilian organization.” 

Practice 1s different. At a cost of milhons of marks, an 
“overall military air control system” 1s currently being 

sect up in the former GDR. allegedly in order to safeguard 
the security of the Sovect MiG aircraft that are still 

deploved in the former GDR 

Because of the Soviet jets, the Bundeswehr was to take 

over the major part of the airspace im castern Germany 

until 1994 when the Sovicts have totally pulled out. That 

was agreed upon between the allies, Bonn, and East 

Berlin prior to the unification. However. internally. the 

air Strategists of the Bonn Defense Ministry frankly 

admit that the reason given for the development of a 

separate military air control system 1s not sensible. A 
working paper prepared by the Defense Ministry says 

that “it 1s mmpossible to bind the Soviets mto an air 

control system that 1s structured according to the 
Western model.” 

The real reason for the extension of military air traffic 

control 1s given im another paper with file number 

32-01-08: The establishment of an “overall air traffic 
control system” with radar and computers in casicrn 

Gsermany must be carned out “and include the deploy- 

ment of Bundeswehr fighter aircraft.” Stoltenberg 
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‘ GERMANY 

[Enghoim) You are turning 2 topic. an cvent thal appears 

to be most improbabic. a topic that 1s caclusively based 
on conventional muluary ideas. mito a main forcign 
policy topic. If the decrsson ca whether German soldiers 
are to be Martally employed in various arcas of conflict 
im the world ts the central German foreign policy topic 
we did not Iearn anything new im the past two gcncra- 

ons. This can be the 27th question at the end of a series 
of new sdcas about a world peace order. bul not the first 
onc 

[Bresser] But you wil) have to answer i 

[Engholm] We will have to answer i om about | vears 

|Seegioch. interrupting] Mr. Enghoim., would you tell us 
briefly if yOu Can imagine cases where such an armed 
INTETVENLION tS Necessary” 

[Engholm] Well. | cannot believe that we will once again 

accept such 4 solution after the capernences of the Gulf 
war. The Gull war was caused by problems. It was ended 
without actually Solving one single problem. | suppose 
that the number of problems there has become grcatcr 
than before [passage omitted] 

| Bresser] Do you think that we wall need far more moncs 
tor the eastern laender than has now been resolved by the 
tax mecreases” 

[Enghoilm] | think that particularly Kun Biedenkopt 
minister president of Saxony. is capable of a realistic 

assessment. He said that for one decade the dev clopment 
of the eastern laender will cost not less than about 100 
billhon German marks per vear. Thies cann cheved 
by the present income mechanism that was ; sed by 
the Federal Government. 1 think that it is nm sighted 
enough. We will be confronted with the same situation in 
one OF [WO years. [Dessage omitted] 

[Bresser] If you have any hope for a social-liberal coali- 
ton, on what 1s it based” 

[Engholm] I said at the beginning of this interview that I 
proceed on the 4ssumption that the neat clections will be 
held in a little more than three years, unless things 
happen before that cause the coalition to break apart and 
the government to fail. Then you will ascertain that one 
or the other of the smaller partners 1s far more available 
and flexible than the SPD. We experienced this several 
tomes on history 

[Sregloch] Having just talked about the social-liberal 
option—Lower Saxony Minister President Schrocder 
says that the red-green option must also be kept open for 
the government—do you want to keep these two roads 
open” Is this a kind of signal from Bremen’ 

[Engholm] Well. | want to become as strong as possibic 
with my party. Every percentage point 

[Siegloch, interrupting] but no majority of your own 
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[Engholm} _. makes coalition negotiations and the for- 

mation of alliances casecr. Figuratively speaking. a bridc- 

groom who has the chone between two brides might be 

a happs bridegroom if he 1s not a chauvinrst 

Therefore. | thenk that there are no phasc-oul modcls 

and no future models for coalisons. Coalivons are utility 

ahhances. Onc concludes them in a special situation 

while assessing the abilities of one’s pariner and the 
compatibility, of programs. With respect. if the Greens 

are actually realistic politecians with whom onc can 
conclude an agreement at Gerhard Schroeder did suc- 

cessfully. as I beleve. or. for example. the Brandenburg 
coalition, which 1s a very interesting variant. and onc 

knows that thes can last for four years, why should onc 

pass todas a verdict on one or the other partner’ 

[Bresser] In conclusion. bridegroom Engholm 1s pre- 

pared to form an alhance with the Free Democrat 

Party of Germany [FDP]. as well as with the Greens 
Time well bring an answer. You are still wanting and 
making your chonwe. Thank you very much 

[Engholm] No. | am one of the old-fashroned democrats 

who sav that in principle and eventually every coalition 
must be possible between democratic parties. | do not 
want to exclude any party 

[Siegloch. Bresser] Thank you very much 

[Engholm] Thank you 

Honecker Granted Political Asylum in USSR 

1230085171791 Hambure DPA in German 16200 6M1 
4) Vay Vi 

(Text) Hamburg (DPA}—According to his own words 

Erich Honecker. the former GDR state and party chict 

was granted political asylum in the Sovict Union. Hon- 
ecker sand thes on hes first television interview since his 

escape from the Sovict military hospital in Beelitz. near 

Berlin. on 13 March thes vear. This Sunday. the former 

Socialest Unity Party of Germany [SED] chiet will speak 

in the “Spregel-TV-Magazin™ program. He will also 
speak about the order to shoot (at the mner German 
border). “the sequence of events at his escape. as well as 

his state of health 

According to Stefan Aust. chief editor of “Spiegel TV.” 

ADN's Moscow correspondent Wolfgang Szusgicn con- 

ducted the interview at Honeckers apariment in 

Moscow last Saturday. The program will also show the 
bed and drip-feed that. according to his wife Margot 

Honecker 1s regularly connected to 

The former SED chief also protests the arrest of his 

former allvee. Will Stoph and Herz Kessler. Honecker 

also cxupresses a strong view on what he calls the “witch- 

hunt against the old SED™. Aust further told DPA that 
he has the mmpression that “Honecker’s view of hrs 

political role” remains unaltered 
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The smtervicw wad be broadcast thes Sunday (- June 

2000 GMT) 

Honecker Said To Have Financed Neo-Nazis in West 

40 3105 100291 Hambure BILD in German 31 Vay 9! 

ppi.4 

[Report by Guenther D. Franke] 

[Text] For years Ench Honecker and hes comrades 

contnibuted millions to financing nco-Nazis and ther 
newspapers im the West. Thes flirted with former Naz 

bigwigs. from Hitler Youth leaders to generals of the 

Waffen-SS. Thes beiped found ultra-rghtist organiza- 
ons im the FRG. This has been revealed by secret 
dossiers and strictly confidential archive files that arc 
available to BILD 

For 40 years the GDR pretended to be the “bearer of the 

hanner of antifascism.” The FRG. on the other hand 

was the “abode of fascism” for the comrades m Pankow 

The secret documents, which have turned up now. prove 

the real relatronship of the comrades in Pankow with the 
“fascists.” The Central Commutice of the Socialrst U nity 

Party of Germany [SED] even had former commanders 
of concentration camps work tor it. Honecker enthused 
about the Hitler Youth organization: “We have so many 

things im common.” 

Originally. those pulling the strings were Walter 

Ulbricht, Otto Grotewohl, and Wilhelm Preck The 

organizer and paymaster: Erich Honecker. then 

chairman of the Central Counc! of the Free German 

Youth. GDR Press Cheef Albert Norden and Central 

Committee members Paul Verner and Hans Walden 

were also involved 

The operation started as carly as 1951. A theses paper 

sand: “It os certainly possible and necessary to organize a 

unity front... with the former members of the Natrona! 
Socialist German Workers Party” 

The reason for the newly discovered love The Commu. 

mists wanted to prevent the FRG from entering an 
alliance with the West 

“For this purpose.” a document says. “the former Navis 

and Wehrmacht offices and ultra-rightist groups in the 
FRG are to be united and to be persuaded to pursuc a 
policy of neutralizing Germany ” 

The second goal: “Toward other Western countries and 
within the FRG itself, the carstence of ultra-righinst 

organizations and press organs 1s to be used nm polrtical 

terms as proof of increasing neo- Nazism in the FRG 

Then money started to flow 

Thus, on 1951, 100,000 German marks [DM] went to 
DEL TSCHER BEOBACHTER l\Gserman (observer) 

GERMANY s 

(-aagazine of th, former Hitler Youth leaders). m 1952- 

$4. DM1.630,000 went to the ultra-nghust “DE! 'T- 
SCHE NATIONAL ZEITU NG [German National Ne~+- 
paper}. im 1954-55. another sum involving millhons went 
to the weekly DIE NATION [The Natron] 

The milhons from Pankow were not for free DIE 

NATION had to stick to an edvtonal concept worked out 
by Albert Norden. In return. courcrs were pernuticd to 

g0 to Pankow every month to pick up bricicases full of 
cash 

Hans Walden of the SED Central Commutice appomicd 
his “special confidant™ as cditorna’ head of the ultra- 

rightsst weekly. So far. this man had not carned any 

merit in a publeshing house, however, he had done so as 

head of a concentratron camp in the Third Rewh 

(,ysi Criticizes Treatment of Ex-GDR Leaders 

if 20081322191 Berlin NECES DEL TSCHLAND 
in drerman 28 Vay Yi pl 

[Text] Luxembourg—Gregor Gysi. chairman of the 
Party of Democratic Socialism [PDS]. came out agamnst 

all theones mvolving scapegoats im connection with 
dealing with the past of the former GDR. In a talk on the 

morning cast of the RTL Plus television station on 
Monday [27 May]. Gysi deplored the fact that the 

yurvdecal method has replaced the political onc. Une has 

to deal with the GDR leadership above all by political 

means. However. unfortunately this 1s not donc 

Thus. the affair imvolving [former State Secretary] 
Schaick-Crolodkowsk: must not be fined to his person 

Behind Schaick there were not only men hike [former 

Politburo member] Mittag. but also an entire system 
Ciysi sand that on a future investigating committee he 

would make a contribution so that not only the truth 

about the person of Schaick-Golodkowsk: comes to hight 

but also the structures and relationships in which 
Schaick moved about. as well as the men behind the 

scenes and the relatrons with partics in Bonn. A man ike 

Schaick-Golodkowsk: 1 interesting mainly because he 
reflects the relatronship of the two German states on the 

past 

Asked about hrs opinion on the order to shoot, Giysi sand 

that was not that order but the lack of freedom of 
travel of the GDR citizens thal was the actual problem 

If the GDR citizens had had this freedom. the order to 
shoot would have been a completely normal maticr at 

the border 

Officials Deny U nofficial Stasi Employees List 

tf 470508479) Berlin DER VORGEN in German 

"S Vay Yipl 

"MLK report] 

[Text] Berlin—The report published two weeks ago Dy a 
Berlin daily that a lyst with the names of unofficial 

emplovees had appeared im the capital 1s apparently 



compictely unfounded. Dankward Brinksmencr. a 
member of the “cutuzrens Commaus~< 15 January” and 
former chairman of the People’s Chamber investigation 
committee. described the ncws as “mere rumors.” The 
“Ct ntivens Commutice 15 January.” which alicgedls 
spread the information. will distance itself publeclhy from 
this allegation 

According to Brinksmerer. the carstcnce of such bests 

would contradect the cxapenecnces of those responsitic for 

the drssolutvon of the former GDR Stas: state scours 
system. because the system of unofficial emplovecs was 
of a conspiratorial nature it might be poswble that 
members of the Munrsiry for State Securty prepared 
such tests as “some kind of life mmsurance™ during the 
tinal phase. However, there ms no evedence of that 
Brinksmerer described the publication of the report Dy 

the daily as “dubvows pournalrsm 

The former commuessoncr for the dissolutvon of the 
Ministry for State Security. Werner Fischer. also con- 
wders the camstence of a inst of unofficial emplovecs 

unlikely \coording to hrs knowledge. there have 
never been such lests. “Rascally. only the control officers 

knew the unofficial emplovees.” he stressed 

E+ DR Prosecutor on Illegal Stasi Actions 

IC S105 703191 Berlin NECES DEL TSCHLAND 
" (sorman os Wai ¥/ p ‘ 

lintervecw with ea4<GDR public prosecutor Manfred 

Hegner by Claws Duemde. place and date not given] 

[Text] In an interview with NEUES DEL TSCHLAND 
former Stasi Major General Gerhard Nichiing 
responding to accusatrons that the Muenrstry of State 
Security [MES] acted arbitrarily against opposition mem 

bers. beat them up. tortured them. and even killed them 

sand that the central MfS Investigation Mam Depart 
ment, HA I\. was swhordinate not only to Miche but 
also directly to the GDR prosecutor general. Thus, onc 
would have to ask the public prosecutors Manfred 
Hegner from Berlon. whose employment has been s-s- 
pended for the tume berg. gave us the following inter 
view. In spring 1990 he was temporarily involved mm the 
dissolution of the MfS’National Security Office as the 
representative of the prosecutor general. During thes 
work and in dealing with applications for rehabilitation 
m summer 1990 he gained mnsight eto the structure and 
working methods of the MIS 

[Duemde] Did the MES really act only im accordance 
with GDR laws” 

[Hegner] Mr. Necblong gives the empresson that the MS 

always worked under sinct supervision by the pubhx 
prosecutors offices. Reality was completely differen 

|Duemde|] How” 

[Hegner] The HA LX of the MES was never subordiman 
to the GDR prosecutor general. In the 1970's. at the 
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regucsi of the menrsicrs of state scowrnts and the micrnut 

thou icgal obligation to present a: ‘how orders and 

Gecress concerning penal measures to the prosecutor 
gencral was abolnhed with the etroke of a pen. In 

additvor,. the MES also had a Mam Department VIII 

([Deemde] What were ots tasks” 

| Hegner] In unternal MES documents 0 was called “mves- 
lgavhon. oteraton. arrest” Opposition members 

aliegediy snemoecal forces. had to do wath the HA XI. the 
offical MES mvestogation organ. only of as bead of an 
MIS bezerh leader started mvestigation procedurcs Ail 
PTCVIOWS SUPCTVISVONS. INVESingalions. msiructions 

attempts at mmtimmedation. and any kind of drscrumenation 

were carned oul without any public prosecutor having 

any possitulity to cxcrt mfluctce. even withow' th: 
iknow hocage of the pubic prosecutors 

(Duemde] By thes HA VIET" 

[Hegner) Because obser atron withen on the cowntn was 

more and more extended. other MIS departments also 

worked om a somelar way and, at the request of the MIS 
Working Growp | was established within the pole 
department for crominal mmvestigations. They were all 
completely mmdependent of the public prosecutors 

offices and were permitted to work with methods that 

were, according to the GDR Code of Criminal Proce 
dure. reserved exclusively for the mvestigation organs 
mentironed there 

[Duemde] But public prosecutors were mvolved” 

[Hegner] Only when a formal mmvestigation procedure 
“as Started were the few publ prosecutors mmvolved 
who were responsible for cromes against the state at the 
central level and om the bezirks. These were about 60 
persons all over the GDR. who were first checked out bs 

the MIS and then appointed with its express approval 
What was left was a formal supers mon of the umplermen- 
tatron of law, because, as a result of thew small number 
these public prosecutors were not even remotely able to 

particupate om all respective mvestgatoms. It ms clear 
what kind of control a publ prosecutor, who was 
checked out by the MfS and depended on ts goodwill 
cxeried 

[Duemde] What was the “publi prosecutor's superv:- 
won of Stas prisons lhe” 

[Hegner| The number of public prosecutors whom the 
MIS permitted access to ts prisons for detention 
pending trial and to mmstaliatrons such as the mfamouws 
Prison Il om Bawtzen was ven smaller Thew powers 

were very small because of be alleged nved for secrecy 

[Duemde] There are endicatvoms that the MES even wrote 
sornpts for trials. Did you learn anything about that’ 

[Hegner] Ves. on the case of Professor Dr. Robert Have 
mann I drew up applications for sctting aside pudgments 
for the prosecutor general, and om the process | looked 

through the files of two trials. In one of the files the 
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[DIE ZEIT] By the end of Apml you sold 1.600 

nics. Will you be able to increase the speed of privatiza 
tion even turther’ 

COmpa 

[Breucl] 1 do not know 

everything indicates that the speed wall accelerate once 

again. However. of the international cconomic devclop 

Judging from the ncgotiations 

ment detenorated. tor mustance. thes would make our 

work more diff cult 

(DIE ZEIT] The best companies can be sold most casi 

Is the ume approaching when you will have only “second 

choice” companies iett and can sell far fewer’ 

[Breuel] The theory that we have sold the “p arls” and 
have only left is semply wrong. Some of 

the cx-combines cannot tind a buyer because thes have a 

sour yn cho 

completely meorrect structure, with absurd manuta 

luring Structures and excessive administration 

Here we have to pursue active dismantling ond rntelh 

gent joming together, Thies ss already making progress 

and the new legal measures help us 

(DIE ZEIT) Dismant!ine requires time, Will thes stow 

down the speed of privatization” 

[Breucl] All enterprise concepts are to include disentan 

glement. In thes respect. quite a lot of preparatory work 

has already been done, The 2.000 companies that hav« 

been disentangled so tar are not a bad result 

[DIE ZEIT] Why have only about 5 percent of the 

privatized cOoOmpanics been sold to lorcigners 

[Breuel] Here we are facing a big task. for which we are 
prepared. From the very beginning it has not been our goal 

to hold a closed Crerman rally—on the contrary. We need 

international knowledge, and we need full access to the 
micrnational markess for the companies im the new 

lacnder 

Now we have an “official register” of all Trust Agency 

companies. With this we can become mor 

abroad. You cannot simply tell the Japanes Buy 

something.” We are in the process of completing our 

marketing concept. Then we wall protessronally advertis 

for investors abroad 

Active« 

[DIE ZEIT] In many cases of privatization the buyers 

commit themselves to mvest a certamn amount of moneys 

or to preserve a certamn number of yobs. How do you 

check whether these agreements are tulfilled” 

[Breuel] Of course, the tulfillment of the contracts 1s 

checked. The contracts are all registered, and then it 1s 

called up automatically when cach check 1s duc 

applies, in particular, to the removal of old ecological 

burdens 

i hes also 

[DIE ZEIT] Have vou already imposed contractual pen 

alties’ 

[Breuecl] No, nt would still be too carly 

FBIS-WEL -91-105 
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[DIE ZEIT] On the day you were appointed. Jens Ode- 
wald. chairman of the ( ouncil 

announced that the Trust Agency will found an indus- 

Administratliv< 

inal holding compans. How much progress has this 

project 1 adc’ 

[Breucl] 1 did not understand Mir. Cidewald’s siatement 
indusinal holding company. we 

What should be untied 

under the root of such a holding” 

mthwwas. We an 

do not tound anvthing ncw 

(Dik ZEIT] All those companies that cannot be priva 
tuuzed quickly and wall not be closed down 

[Breuel] Theos ss a wondertul siea’ Scrrously: Then the 

enterprises tecl well cared tor and say) We wall romain 

with the Trust Agency torever' 

(DIE ZEIT] You also do not want to establish a depan 
ment within the Trust Agcncs on whoch those « OMpanics 

are to be introduced which cannot be privatized in the 

rr nme run’ 

[Breucl] No. In no case wall we divide the Companies into 
.ategories—those that can be sold and those that cannot 

be sold. We stock to owr divesvon on branches. the branch 

directors play a central role 

[DIE ZEIT) In any case vou will be stuck with a remark 

able number of companies. which vou can neither sell 

nor clase down, What will happen then” 

| Brewel) tes clear that at some time on the tuture we will 

have a number of companies, which seem to ve unsalable 

at least at thes tome. these might also mnclude companies 

that are competitive and still do not tind a buyer Then 

one will have to ask whether they might be turned into 

property, of the Federal Government or of the land 

government. Ht 1s too carly to speculate on thes. In the 

end. thes 1s a political decision 

[DIE ZEIT] C ould one go back to the former mode! of state 
companies, such as Veba. Volkswagen. or Salzgittcr’ 

[Breuel] Certainly, | can also mmagine a stock Corporation 

Ihe question would only be whether the state must of 
wants to provide financial subsidies. We understand our 
legal assignment as having to make the Trust Agency 

superfluous as quickly as possible, that 1s. finding new 

active owners for all companies as quickly as possible 

Iheretore, « am broaching the rssuc of property of the 

Federal Government or of the land government. Then the 

big Trust Agency should no longer cast, because this 
would be clearly wrong, in my view. Our employees also 

know thes Thes 1s also an enternal leadership task: How do 

1 motivate emplovecs, whom | tell that mn a few vears the 

Trust Agency will probably not exist anymore’ Therctore 

| keep stressing: Those who are good at then work her 
can ect a chance in one of the many companies. Cierwis 

gouxl people would not want to work on the Trust Agency 

(1b ZEIT] Are vou already reducing the number of 

your emplovees’ 
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[Breuel] Yes. in the fields of trade and foodstuffs 
industry. However. this year the number of personnel 

will still increase shghtly. then 1 must decline decisively 

[DIE ZEIT! Are the minister presidents of the new 
laender exerting pressure concerning the issuc of closing 
down compenies” 

{Breucl! So far we have come to an understandimg. even 
though we have frequently had controversial discus- 

sions. After the terrible assassination of my predecessor. 

Detlev Rohwedder. we are generally treated with a but 

more fairness. 

{DIE ZEIT] Economics Minister Moellemann calls for 
responsibility for the Trust Agency. which 1s now subor- 

dinate to Finance Minister Waigel. Would anything 
change if Juergen Mocilemann were the one who gave 
the orders” 

[Breuel] | am too old to fall into the trap of such 

questions. The Trust Agency wall not intervene in this 
discussion. We do not have any difficulties with Theo 
Waiugel: he 1s always very fair and helpful 

[DIE ZEIT] Are there still legal regulations that hinder 
you massively in your work. such as the principle “return 

before compensation” concerning expropriated prop- 

erty. a principle which has meanwhile been relativized” 

[Breuel] We are worried about one thing in particular 
What happens if our decisions concerning property issues 

are appealed in court’ There could be many lawsuits. this 

iS Certain. If we experience problems there, 1 will be 

difficult for us, then we can start from scratch again 

[DIE ZEIT] Does the Trust Agency need further loan 
permits or additional money from Bonn” 

[Breuel] For 1991 we have a credit line of DM) billion 

and a financial line of DM25 billion. Of that we w.'l have 
to spend about DMIO0 billion to service the DMI02 
billion in old debts of the companies. However, we will 

probably not be able to make do with the annual finan- 

cial line of DM25 billion. Therefore, we will continue to 
g0 to the capital market 

[DIE ZEIT] To which extent” 

[Brevel] | cannot predict that. For instance, because we 
have to take over up to 90 perc ent of the old ecological 

burdens, over the neat few years expenditures will have 

to be made that no one can estimate at the moment 

[DIE ZEIT] Are you participating in the hazardous game 
of ali those who keep citing new dates for the beginning 
of the economic recovery in the cast” 

[Brevel] At the moment, privatization 1s best in the ficids 

of foodstuffs. construction industry, and, surprisingly. 
also in parts of machine-building. The car industry has 
already made massive investments Tourrsm 1s also 

GERMANY il 

working well, the hotels are in great demand. There 1s a 

realistic Chance that the construction branch will get an 

upswing in summer and thal in spring 1992 the situation 
will really improve generally. But these are prophecies. 

[DIE ZEIT] You remain cautious. Do you see your task 

in giving the people cncouragement but not too much 
hor” 

| Breuel] Correct. | must not arouse any unrealistic hopes. 

This would disappoint the people. and this would be the 
worst that could happen now 

[DIE ZEIT] How many jobs. which now still cxrst in the 

Trust Agency companies. will be lost? 

[Breuel] In some branches considerably less than 50 
percent will be lost. in others more. --and that regardless 

of the guesuion whether we privatize. improve, or close 

down the companies. Because of the unavoidable struc- 

tural change. yobs are also lost when a company ts 

improved. Many people who are calling for more 

improvements forget this 

[DIE ZEIT] You say that the Trust Agency must become 
superfluous quickly. Will the Trust Agency still exrst in 
21” 

[Breuel] | beg your pardon” | can really not imagine this; 
this would be terrible’ The active work of the Trust 
Agency will be over much sooner, thrs must be achieved 

within a few years 

Iranian Mining Vlinister Mleets Industrialists 

LD31U0S5084991 Tehran IRNA in Enelish 1338GM1 

7) May ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn, May 30. IRN A—Iranian Mines and Metals 
Minister Mohammad Hoseyn Mahluychi today invited 
German industrialists to make investment in Iran's free 

port of Qeshm on the Persian Gulf. Speaking to the 

officials of three mayor companies in Western Germany. 

Mahluych: called on them to make more contribution in 

the cconomic and indusinial activities in tran through 

direct and joint investments 

Noting that Iran will have investments totalling dirs. 100 

bn [$100 billion] on the first-five year plan (began last 
year), Mahlujychi said the Islamic republic will not only 

have a giant market for itself in the future, but will be 
able to control the regional market wath its oil and gas 

Officials of the three companies expressed willingness for 

extensive cooperation with Iran. and inked letters of 

understanding on reconstruction, rennovation, and mod- 

ernization of the Iranian industrial, mining and metallur- 

gical units, as well as expansion of the control sysiems of 
the computerized and clectronic machines in these units 

Mahluychi who arrived here Tuesday for a five-day visit, 

will also inspect several industrial and mining companies 

in Geermany 
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Joint Declaration on Electronics Cooperation 

LD30085172691 Hambure DPA in German 1350 GMT 

30 May 91 

[Excerpt] Lille (DPA}—Today Germany and France 

decided to fight the Japanese expansion strategy in the 
field of electronics and to help improve cooperation 
within the European electronics industry. A joint decla- 

ration published at the end of the Franco-German 

summit in Lille called on the EC Commission to compile 

“detailed studies about the competition practices of 

third countries” in order to secure the rules of free 

competition and free access to markets. [passage 

omitted] 

International Oil Meeting Planned With Venezuela 

AU 3108124291 Paris AFP in Enelish 1201 GMT 

31 May 91 

[Text] Paris, May 31 (AFP)}—French President Francois 
Mitterrand and his Venezuelan counterpart Carlos 

Andres Perez discussed plans Friday for a meeting they 

are jointly organising of oi] producers and consumers 
aimed at stabilizing the oi! market. 

Mr. Perez said afterwards that the two sides “are in 

complete agreement on the modest objectives of the 
meeting.” to be held in Paris on July | and 2. Twenty- 

five countries and several international organizations 
have been invited to attend the ministerial conference. 

authoritative French sources said 

The meeting was intended to “set up a framework 
permanent exchanges of information.... It 1s not an 
attempt to interfere with the market.” an informed 
source said. 

In order to defuse opposition from free-trade advocates 

in the United States and Britain, organizers have been 
careful to specify that the meeting would not deal with 
prices or production volumes. “The market will be stable 

if there 1s a better understanding of its functioning.” the 
sources said. adding that stability was in the short and 
long term interests of both producers and consumers 

Organizers did not know if the United States would 
agree to attend the conference, but stressed that they had 

not received any negative reaction and would continue 
their efforts 

Among the consumer countries invited were the G7 

group of leading industrialized democracies, the Nether- 
lands, India. Brazil, South Korea and Czechoslovakia. 
Oil producing countries invited included the leading 
members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) (Saudi Arabia, Iran, Indonesia. 
Nigeria, Algeria), as well as the Soviet Union, Mexico, 
Norway, Egypt and Oman. The International Energy 
Agency was to announce on Monday if it would partic- 

ipate in the meeting. 
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An OPEC ministerial conference opening Tuesday in 
Vienna was expected to draw up its own blueprint for 

cooperation with consumer countries. 

Mr. Mitterrand and Mr. Perez also agreed during their 
meeting on Friday to coordinate their assistance to Haits 
following its transition to democracy and to support the 

new Suriname Government in its efforts against rebel 
forces and drug trafficking. 

Foreign Ministry on Relations With Japan 

AU 3105070391 Paris AFP in English 0422 GMI 

3] May 91 

[Text] Paris. May 31 (AFP)}—*“There’s no need to start a 
polemic” with Japan. said a French Foreign Ministry 

spokesman Thursday over a recent spate of bilateral 

bickering started by French Prime Minister Edith Cres- 
son. 

The spokesman, Daniel Bernard. said the relations 

between France and Japan were “narrow and intense” 

and would not be affected by a Japanese protest to the 
French ambassador in Tokyo Wednesday night. which 
he sought to minimise as a “classic diplomatic action.” 

Mrs. Cresson, whose views—that Japan's protectionism 
must be matched by Europe—tong predated her present 
appointment, forcefully restated these views recently in 

several interviews, drawing the Japanese protest. Mr. 
Bernard noted that Japanese Foreign Minister Taro 
Nakayama would be welcor’ed to Parts next week by his 

French counterpart, Roland Dumas. 

Mr. Bernard still noted that the French trade deficit with 
Japan was 29 billion francs (6 billion dollars). “This 1s 

not a Franco-Japanese problem, but a Euro-Japanese 

problem.” he said. 

“It 1s normal,” he added, that one may wish for some 
“reciprocity” and “more-balanced” trade relations 

Difference With Tunis Over ‘Islamic Threat 

P\130085 153891 Paris LE MONDE in French 

26-27 May 91 p 22 

[Jacques de Barrin, Michel Deure report: “Tunrsian 

Authorities Criticize France for Playing Down Islamic 
Threat™} 

[Text] Tunis—On Saturday 25 May. in Algiers, where he 
was received by President Chadli Bendjedid, Roland 
Dumas finally completed a yourney which has taken him. 

in three successive stages over the past weeks. to the five 
member countries of the Arab Maghreb Union (LU MA) 
The day before. the French foreign minister had a 
tete-a-tete meeting in Tunis with President Ben Ali 

It may not have been entirely coincidental that the 

Tunisian authorities gravely and solemnly unmasked a 
wide-ranging “Islamic conspiracy” only 24 hours before 

Mr. Dumas’ visit. Are they not, after all, concerned that 
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France. together with its Algerian neighbor. is among the 

countries granting shelter to several perpetrators of this 
“abominable and diabolical conspiracy.” including 

public enemy number one. Rached Ghannouchi. 

chairman of the Ennahdha movement. who. to further 
complicate matters, travels on a Sudanese diplomatic 
passport’ 

For some time now Tunrsian officials have closely 

watched the seditious activities of certain fundamen- 
talist agitators. including Habib Mokni and Salah 
Karkar. who obtained political asylum in France four 

years ago. They are all the more alarmed about this 

because in past months this Islamic opposition has taken 

a particularly violent turn—involving a number of 

deaths. among other things—and because. in their view, 
it seems that nothing 1s being done across the Mediter- 
ranean to remind these “terrorists” of their obligation to 

keep quiet. Here 1s proof: Michel Vauzeclic. National 

Assembly Foreign Affairs Commission chairman and a 
member of the president's personal staff. recently 
received in Paris—inadvertently ’—the fugitive secretary 

general of the General Union of Tunisian Students 
(UGTE). which 1s linked with the Ennahdha movement 

Is the Tunisian community in France “one of the most 
peaceful and best integrated foreign communities,” as 
Dumas maintains” People on this side of the Mediterra- 

nean are not entirely convinced. imasmuch as the 

Ennahdha Islamic activists are said to control the small 
Maghreb storekeepers through a financial mutual aid 
network. Because they have been established there for 

such a long time, ‘ *y are also suspected of having 

infiltrated. on behali of the French special services. 

fundamentalist groups arriving from other countries 

This casualness, indeed, this indulgence. shown by Paris 
toward the well-known oppositionists who openly preach 

the overthrow of President Ben Ali's regime and the 
establishment of an Islamic republic has caused relations 

with the old home country to become very fragile. The 

Gulf crisis, during which Tunisia and France did not 
really find themselves on the same wavelength. did not 

remedy matters. “This conspiracy affair must not cast a 

shadow over bilateral relations at the very time when we 

are hoping to boost them.” official sources explain 

A Symbolic Gesture 

People in government circles are privately much more 

critical of France, which they accuse of “playing down 
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the Islamic threat”, unless—according to another theo- 

retical hypothesis—its aim 1s to “accommodate the 
fundamentalists.” just in case... “What kind of Maghreb 
do people want?” one aggrieved Tunisian diplomat 
asked. “An intolerant Maghreb that clings to its past. or 
a Maghreb open to the modern world and that shares 
certain Western values?” While stressing that his visit 
“was not made with the objective of becoming involved 
in Tunisia’s domestic affairs” and that “France 1s trad- 
tionally a welcoming host country.” Mr. Dumas nonc- 

theless promised his interlocutors that he would. “if need 
be.” ask political refugees “to conform to the provisions 

governing the mght of asylum.” His Tunrsian counter- 
part duly “took note™ of this. Mr. Dumas did indeed 
show that he 18 anxrsous to “continue to marntain the 

exceptional quality of relations” with a country for 
which France 1s the principal exporter. cxporter. and 

financial backer (1.1 billion francs in 1990). In this 
connection he announced that the French-Tunrsian joint 
commission would mect again in Paris in the first two 
weeks of July 

Mr. Dumas wished to “set the domestic events” which 

Tunisia 1s experiencing today “within the gencral con- 
text of the Arab public.” whose impatience. resentments. 
and frustrations have. in his view. esther structural 
causes linked with poverty or more immediate causes 
such as the Gulf war. In response to the washes of hrs 
interlocutors, who stressed the extent to which poverty 

has fostered the Islamic opposition (as of 31 March 
Tunisia’s foreign currency reserves were equivalent to 27 
days-worth of imports). the minister promised to recom- 

mend a “large-scale plan” of economic development tor 
the Maghreb—initially on 10 June in Tripol: with his 
south European and Maghreb counterparts and then 

later with the 12 

Mr. Dumas did. however. express his satisfaction with 

the “convergence of views” sctween Paris and Tunis on 
the outcome of the Gulf war. In this regard the foreign 
minister, who “still supports” the mission of US. Sec- 
retary of State James Baker noted “with regret” the new 
“phase of stagnation” in the Near East peace process 

“The Arabs have decided to make some small cflort not 

to get stuck back in the same rut as before.” he assericd 

“Isracl too must make a symbolic gesture by suspending 

the establishment of settlements in the occupied terrio- 

ries in order to boost the negotiations.” An appeal to 

reason which comes hard on the heels of those trom 

James Baker and George Bush 
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Bessmertnykh, De Michelis News Conference 

10 3105093791 Rome ANSA in English 0820 GMT 

31 May 91 

[Text] Rome, 31 May (ANSA)—Soviet President 
Mikhail Gorbachev would not seek an invitation to the 
Group of Seven [G7] summit in London “to raise the 
problem of direct financial aid.” said Soviet Foreign 
Minister Aleksandr Bessmeritnykh, who spoke of a “mus- 
understanding” surrounding Soviet participation in the 

industrialized nations’ gathering schedule for mid-July. 

Bessmerinykh, who also referred to a good chance for 
untying the “last knots” in United States-Soviet arms 
control talks, told a press conference here Thursday [30 
May] that mankind 1s facing a choice, “either cooperate 

with this experiment im a transition from a state 

economy to a market economy or look on with indiffer- 
ence 

The Soviets can handle their own problems but this 

would mean expending more time and effort and greater 
problems, he said and added, “and the road 1s not free of 
risks. Everyone together” could work for what he said 
would be a “more serene” transition in his country. 

The meaning of Soviet participation in the G7 summit 
would be to give Gorbachev the chance to explain the 
more significant aspects of reform, the hopes and diffi- 
culties the country expects to meet on this arduous path. 

The foreign minister said this is in the interest of all sides 
and called for a search for joint project and forms of 
“reciprocity.” 

“We must ask ourselves whether the world economy will 
become something global or maintain divisions. 
According to us, everyone must have an interest in the 
integration of the world economy,” said Bessmerinykh. 

in the conventional forces in Europe talks and strategic 
arms negotiations, START. the foreign minister said he 
was unable to say [word indistinct] with certainty.” but 
was convinced that United States Secretary of State 
James Baker would have “a positive attitude concerning 
these problems.” Bessmerinykh, who 1s scheduled to 
meet Baker tomorrow in Lisbon, recalled that Soviet 
military chiefs are now in Washington for a discussion of 
disarmament problems and assured that, “the road 1s 

being opened, to also open the possibility of meetings at 

a higher level. The prospects are better and closer.” he 

added 

Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelis, who conferred 
with Bessmertnykh earlier in the day, reiterated Italy's 
support for an invitation to the London summit for the 
Soviet president and for the transformation underway in 

the Soviet Union 

“As concerns Moscow taking part in the G7, [word 
indestinct] think this 1s a given fact, aside from the 
technicalities,” said De Michelis who affirmed that the 
“political conditions” are in place for decisions to back 
the Soviets 
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After acknowledging “a degree of risk was attached,” the 

Italian minister said the risk would be greater if the 
peresiroyka process were lengthened and made more 

difficult. “The price paid would be greater.” 

Referring to Italy's position as explained at a North- 

South Association conference in Bologna Monday, De 
Michelis said Europe ts more advanced among other 
Western countries in the continent's conviction to sup- 

port the Soviets and the European Community must 
enter into an ample cooperation agreement with 
Moscow, which 1s now moving towards pluralism. 
decentralization and democracy. 

Western backing 1s now, “now [as received] only neces- 
sary but possible as well.” because “in the studies of 

international institutes we possess all the required data.” 

Suppose here. De Michelis continued, 1s also “useful. 

[sentence as received] We did not move out of gener- 
osity, but with a calculation of political returns, thinking 

of the damages the West would suffer with the failure of 
the Soviets’ transition.” 

He went on to cast this support for the Soviets in the 

form of a great “exchange. a new deal” involving 

Western backing and democratic reform in the Soviet 
Union. 

Recalling that areas for intervention have been singled 
oul in international quarters, spoke of considerable but 

“bearable” financial assistance for Moscow which, over 
a four or five-year period could come to “around the 

scale mentioned in these days, 100 to 150 billion dol- 

lars.” 

’ mong the other issues the foreign ministers discussed 
during Bessmertnykh’s stopover in Rome on a flight 
from Moscow were disarmament. preparations for a 

meeting in Berlin of the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe foreign ministers, peace in the 
Middle East, developments in Yugoslavia and on the 
Horn of Africa 

The Soviet minister welcomed American President 
George Bush's call for disarmament in the (Middle 
East”) and added that, “there are some points to be 

cleared up.” Both men said they shared concern with the 

level of armaments in this region and Bessmerinykh 
noted that 90 percent of these weapons are provided by 

the five permanent members of the United Nations 

Security Council. 

In the statement on the Horn of Africa, Italy and the 
Sovict Union applauded decisions made in London to 

convene a conference for the formation in Ethiopia of a 

“broadly-based provisional government” to replace the 
Marxist regime toppled by rebels earlier this month. 

The document also contained an urgent appeal for the 

creation of conditions in Somalia which (will allow a”) 

settiement of the nation’s social and economic problems. 

equitable political solutions which will be acceptable 
[word indistinct] also [word indistinct] the (work”) of the 
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United Nations in helping restore political dialogue in 
the nations of that region and [word indistinct] the 
arrival of emergency aid for the victims of the conflict 
there. 

On Angola, the two nations said the agreement ending 
the civil war there after twenty years of strife and voiced 
hopes that Mozambique can benefit from national rec- 
oncilation and peace. In this connection, Italy and the 

Soviet Union said they vigorously (supported”) talks 
held in (Rome between”) the Mozambique Government 

and the Renamo rebels in which substantial progress 
towards stopping the conflict has reportedly been made. 

The two nations said [word indistinct] to begin direct 
and concrete contributions to the social and economic 
developmcnt of Angola and Mozambique in conditions 
of security, democracy and peace. 

At the end of his brief stay in Rome, Bessmerinykh flew 
on to Lisbon where he will confer with Baker tomorrow, 
on the sidelines of the signing of an agreement termi- 

nating the civil war in Angola. 

Andreotti, Bush Exchange Messages on Disarmament 

AU 30085143591 Rome ANSA in Enelish 1224 GMI 

30 May 91 

[Excerpts] Rome, 30 May (ANSA}—President George 
Bush of the United States and Itahan Premier Giulio 
Andreotti have had an exchange of messages concerning 
disarmament, it was learned here today. [passage 

omitted] 

In his reply, Andreotti expressed unreserved backing for 

the American initiative, especially. he said, as over the 

years, the Mideast has become a veritable powder keg. In 
the aftermath of the Gulf crisis, the mistakes of the past 

must not be repeated. the Italian Government leader 
added. 

Given its geographic position, Italy 1s especially sensitive 
io the arms problem in the Mideast and will do what 1 

can to achieve disarmament in the region. However. 
Andreotts pointed out that the success of the Bush 
initiative did not eliminate the need to pressure all 
arms-exporting nations to desist, within the context of 

the United Nations. 

Furthermore, the Italian premier went on. the Bush 

initiative Comes alt an Opportune time. when. in the 

aftermath of the Gulf war. the need has become clear for 
a security system in the area which guarantees Mideast 
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stability. Andreottis said he hoped to learn initial Arab 
reactions to the American initiative while he is on a 
mission to the Gulf states. Syria and Libya from June | 
to [number indistinct]. to discuss with local leaders a 
security system for the Mideast. [break in transmission] 

ETA Attacks on Spanish Interests Reported 
LD2805 110191 Madrid RNE-RE in Spanish to Europe 
1000 GMT 28 May 91 

[Excerpts] The Spanish Embassy in Italy. the premises of 
the Bilbao-Vizcaya Bank. and the Iberia airline have 
been the target of three bomb attacks which took place in 
Rome today. without causing any casualties. The first 
explosion took place at the Spanish Embassy in Italy. 
situated on Fontanella Borghese Square. A bomb planted 
in a rucksack completely destroyed the door of the 
diplomatic representation, as well as some cars parked 
near the Spanish Embassy. The blast from the explosion 
shattered the windows of the first two floors of the 
building. An additional two devices exploded at the 
offices of the Bilbao-Vizcaya Bank and the Spanish 
airline Iberia in the residential district of Parioli. These 
two explosions also caused damage to the buildings. 
although here there also were no casvaltics. [passage 
omitted] 

For the time being. security has been stepped up at other 
buildings connected with Spanish interests in the Italian 
capital, and they are being guarded by police. Al the 
Spanish college. the Cervantes Grammar School, aca- 
demic activities have been suspended. 

Andreotti, Slovak Leader on Peaceful Solutions 

LD3008021191 Prague CTK in Enelish 2020 GM 
29 May ¥i 

[By unidentified CTK correspondent] 

[Text] Rome May 29 (CTK)—Frantisck Miklosko. 
Slovak National Council (parliament) chairman, and 
Ktahan Premier Giulio Andreott: agreed here today that 
all issues, including nationality ones, should be solved by 
peaceful means. 

Miklosko was briefing Andreott: on the current political 
scene im Czechoslovakia, especially certain negative 
developments. Miklosko arrived for a three-day working 
visit to Italy yesterday. This 1s the head of the Slovak 
parliament's second foreign visit. The first took him to 
Germany on May 14-17 

After his talks with Andreotti. Miklosko met with Leo- 
nilde lott, president of the Italian Chamber of Deputies. 
who had invited him to Italy. 
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Pinheiro Meets Bessmertnykh, Views Angola 

LD3005223991 Lishon RDP Commercial Radio 
Network in Portuguese 2100 GMT 30 May 91 

[Excerpt] Soviet Foreign Minister Aleksandr Bessmert- 
nykh has met [Foreign Minister] Joao de Deus Pinheiro. 
At the end of the meeting the Portuguese minister said he 
plans to visit the USSR in October or November to 
examine with Moscow the main issues which can be 
resolved during the Portuguese EEC presidency in the 
first quarter of next year. 

(?Asked) by RDP-Commercial, Deus Pinheiro also 
reyected criticism that Portugal has been influenced by 
the superpowers in the Angolan question. Mota Lopes 
reports: 

[Lopes] A few hours before the signing of the Estoril 
Angolan peace accords, the Portuguese foreign minister 
reaffirmed his government's lead in this Angolan pro- 
cess. He rejected criticism that Portugal has followed the 
‘vad of the superpowers in the Angolan question. We 
shall hear Deus Pinheiro shortly after meeting Soviet 
Foreign Minister Aleksandr Bessmertnykh. 

[Begin Deus Pinheiro recording] It 1s obvious that since 
the USSR and the United States, the two superpowers, 
were each traditional supporters of one of the warring 

sides, it would be very important for them to actively 
participate in this peace process. And this 1s what we did 
in a realistic manner, showing thal convergence was 
possible between the superpowers and the warring sides 
through a small country, in world terms, but with some 
value with regard to the issue at hand. | think therefore 
that there was great cooperation, but I have no doubt 
whatsoever that the leadership was Portuguese. [end 
recording] 

[Announcer] Joao de Deus Pinheiro also told Radio 
Comercial that both the United States and USSR will 
suspend the supply of weapons to the two Angolan 
belligerents as soon as the Estoril accords are signed. 
[passage omitted] 

* Cavacu Silva Interviewed on EC Course 

YIESO76SA Lisbon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
in Portuguese 7 May 91 pp 6-9 

[Interview with Prime Minister Anibal Cavaco Silva by 
Dinis de Abreu and Carlos Albino; place and date not 

given: “EEC Must Not Build a Fortress Around Today's 
12 States”] 

[Excerpts] In favor of widening the Community, but only 
after integration has been more firmly established, Prime 
Minister Cavaco Silva maintains that the |2 current 
member states should not build a fortress around them- 
selves. In an exclusive interview with DIARIO DE 
NOTICIAS shortly before leaving for Brazil on an offi- 
cial visit, Cavaco Silva said that NATO must be trans- 
formed, but that it should never cease to play its role as 

the strategic link between Europe and the United States. 
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Looking ahead to Portugal's assuming the Presidency of 
the Community, Cavaco Silva emphasized that our 
country will continue 10 make the most of its potential 
for a special relationship with Latin America and Africa. 
“not out of self-:mterest, but because it can help ensure 
that the Community's objectives are more fully 
achieved.” 

In the interview, which focused especially on Commu- 
nity and European topics, the prime minister assured us 

that taking the escudo into the European Monetary 
System [EMS] “will certainly not be a partisan political 
decision” and said, without mentioning a specific time- 
table, that “it is probable that that is not very far off.” 
[passage omitted] 

EC Not Following Existing Models 

{DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Do you believe that the future 
awaiting us in the EC involves a new entity—a 
“Europa”? Is that perhaps the concept you have of the 
EC—of Europe” 

[Cavaco Silva} Community Europe 1s an original con- 
struction. It 1s an entity that possesses a new model and 
is not a duplication of any other existing model. Com- 
munity Europe is an unfinished work, and it is not 
possible at this time to say what the final model will be. 

As far as the Economic and Monetary Union [EMU] 1s 
concerned, we have outlined the first, second, and third 
phases and said that the final phase would be the phase 
of the European Central Bank, a single currency, and a 
single monetary policy. When we discuss political union, 
however, we do not venture to say what the final phase 
will be. So, then, what we have is a reality under 
construction and one that has no precedent, as | said in 
my own speech. Discussions of a “theological” nature, in 
which | mentioned federalism and antifederalism, can 
only hinder the taking of specific steps. Expressions that 
1 used quite frequently in Dublin, when we started 
discussing political unron, have now become established, 
I notice, in ihe EEC. For example: advancing pragmati- 
cally and without disruptions, advancing through con- 
sensus and in a flexible manner, while respecting 
national entities and the specific characteristics and 
callings proper to each of the member states, which are 
one of Community Europe's assets. [passage omitted] As 
for the future of Europe, I share the ideal of a united 
Europe, but | maintain that the steps must be realistic, 
gradual, and based on consensus. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] But, from your point of view, 
what will Europe's natural borders be in the future? Will 
Europe stretch from the Atlantic to the Urals? 

[Cavaco Silva] | do not think the Community should 
build a fortress around the 12 current member states. | 
am in favor of a Community Europe that will be widened 
to include new states. But what we should be doing now 
iS establishing integratior; more firmly, and only then 
will it be time to widen the Community. As you know, 
Austria, Malta, Cyprus, and Turkey have already asked 
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to youn. Sweden may do so in the very near future. and 
Norway will jctiow someday. And countries such as 
Hungary. Poland. and Czechoslovakia would like 1 if the 
prospect of membership were held oul to them right 

now. | foresee that. in the future, the EEC wall comprise 
a much more vast g- ographic area than it docs now. but 
that will not happen for a few more years because. after 
we finish this phase of European construction that we 
call European umon, the requirements placed on new 

candidates will be much greater. The Community gains 
that those candidates wii! have to accept will have a 

much larger dimension ‘han the Community gains 
accepted by Portugal. Even in the political area 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Does this mean you acknow!- 
edge that a new continental order 1s about to emerge” 

[Cavaco Silva] What 1s being built at present 1s a new 
European order in which the EEC occupies a central 
positiou.. And the Community must establish special ties 

to other countries that are not part of that “hard core™ of 
continental Europe, including even the Soviet Union, 
although the uncertainties there are very great at the 
moment. But I note with satisfaction that the Soviet 
Union has accepied the terms for participation in the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development— 
terms of an economic nature and terms of a political 

nature. The terms of an cconomuic nature are the accep- 

tance of a market economy. free enterprise, and a 
strengthening of entrepreneurship. and the terms of a 
political mature are the acceptance of democracy. plu- 
ralism, respect for human rights. and the state of law. 
The Soviet Union has accepted that. and that 1s a 
positive sign. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) Be concerning the Sovict 
Umion, that country has introdeced an odd note into its 

political discourse—something called market socialism 
Do you believe in that model” 

[Cavaco Silva] | consider that to be a cuphemism for 
evolution toward a market economy. | even heard the 

prime minister of the Soviet Union refer, during his brict 
speech in “Lendon. to the difficulties of rapidly estab- 

lishing a market cconomy. Socialism has failed. and it 
must be burved. And we cannot forget that this European 
order must not cut its umbilical cord to the Unned States 
and Canada. By no means! | continue to feel that the 
European order must include adequate security guaran- 
tees. But that 1s why we have the CSCE, which comprises 
the European countries, the United States, Canada. and 

the Soviet Unron, and in which there 1s complete and 
broad dialogue concerning stability and security in 
Europe. 

NATO Irreplaceable 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Does it not seem to you that 
the fading of one power—meaning. in this instance. the 
Soviet Unron—has led to the emergence of a dominant 
power that 1s the United States and that a unified Europe 

may come to counterbalance” 
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[Cavaco Silva] | would not say “counterbalance” 
because I advocate relations of Cooperation in all arcas 
with the Unined States and Community Europe. I even 

feel that we cannot have intense Cooperation in the ficld 
of defense and security while occasionally engaging im 
conflicts of a commercial nature. That 1s why | enthus:- 

asuically approved the statement recently signed between 

the United States and the EEC. Because of all that. I do 
not sce Europe as a counterpomnt. It 1s a fact that, mainly 
as a consequence of the Gulf war. u has been demon- 

strated that Europe needs the United States for the 

defense of us own interests. On the other hand. we 
cannot forget that there 1s a reality called NATO and that 
ut succeeded in keeping the peace for §) years. That 1s 
why Portugal feels that NATO 1s trreplaceable and feels 
that transatlantic ties cannot be called into question as a 

result of the buslding of Europe. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Wath the inevitable disap- 
pearance of the Warsaw Pact. does not seem to you 
that the objectives that led to the building of NATO are 
now somewhat pointiess’? What kind of role do you feel 

is in Store for NATO in the near future? 

[Cavaco Silva] NATO must be transformed. That was 
decided at the summit meeting in London in June of last 
year. To adapt to the new political reality and the new 

military reality of the day. «1 must review its entire 

Strategy. A debate concerning its future role 1s currently 
under way in NATO. The atmosphere of antagonism and 
confrontation between the two blocs has disappeared. 
and NATO 1s now becoming stronger in the field of 
political cooperation and in the very important function 

of monitoring disarmament 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Even though the confronta- 
tion between the two blocs has practically lost its umpor- 

tance today, do you feel that NAT©) still has a necessary 

role to play” 

[Cavaco Silva] NATO 1s the privileged forum for dia- 
logue between Europe and the United States. NATO 

represents the strategic link between Europe and the 
United States. In a way, breaking up NATO would mean 

diluting the transatlantic ties that are basic to Europe's 

security. [passage omitted] 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Do you maintain that the 
Community should accelerate the process of admitting 

former communist countries that are newcomers to the 

market economy as members, or that another means of 

cooperation should be found” 

{Cavaco Silva] The Community has been moving toward 
association agreements. Such agreements are currently 

being negotiated with three countries: Hungary, C7ech- 
oslovakia, and Poland. But 1 cannot be forgotten that 

those countries are third countries and that, as such. they 
cannot have the same access to Community markets as 

countnes that submit to all the rules and are members of 

the EEC 
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More Efficient Decisionmaking Process 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] But not long ago you were 
advocating a widening of the Community 

[Cavaco Silva] | am not ruling out forever the seca that 

those countnes might belong to the EEC. but I feel that 
this 1s not the phase for u. The Community needs to 

deepen its own integration first so that widening ut will 

not lead to a diluted or fluid decisionmaking process and 

a weakening of its decrssonmaking ability. The mntention 

now 15, in fact, to increase the efficiency of the decision- 
making process and strengthen the EEC’s ability to 

respond to new challenges. Any state pornmng the EEC 

cannot jcopardize the functioning of the Community 

Structures that already carst. What the Community must 

do 1s make room for association agreements with those 

three Central European countries. Cooperation agree- 
ments are also being negotiated with Romania and 

Bulgaria. But the interests of the Community states and 
the vulnerabilities and weaknesses of certain sectors 

must always be kept in mind. For example. in the current 

negotiations with Poland, Czechoslovakia. and Hungary 

we need to keep in mind the situation that cxrsts in 

agriculture, the textile sector, and the steel industry in 
Community Europe. We must show active solidarity so 

that those countnes can make the transition to democ- 

racy and the market cconomy. Bul what we cannot do 1s 

demand too much from the EC because the Community, 

by itself, 1s not in a position to help all those countries 

and the Soviet Union as well 

Fast Europe on Painful Course 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Do you believe that the 
conversion of those countries to the market economy 

and political democracy 1s real” 

[Cavaco Silva] Yes. | do. The market cconomy has 

Clearly revealed its superiority in recent times. and the 

inhabitants in the East are aware of ut. The EEC has 
made a decisive contribution to that new awareness on 

the part of those inhabitants. | fee! that the rulers on the 

East have no alternative but to try to implement a 

market economy sysiem as quickly as possible. But they 

are going to encounter great difficulties because there 1s 
no entreprencurial spirit. what has become established ts 

a paralyzing bureaucracy —an ineflicient state. It 1s not 

going to be an casy course. it will be a painful course 

Socialism has brought poverty. economic chaos, a lack of 

productivity, a moral crises, and a criss of mnitiative 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Following that line of rea- 
soning. does it not seem to you that those countries may 
become discouraged or fee! stonewalled if they are kept 

waiting at the EEC’s door for a long time” 

[Cavaco Silva] There ts no way tor countries that are 

unable to operate in a market cconomy to enter the 

Community. There 1s a whole process that those coun- 

ines will have to follow, and it will be a long one 
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[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] What about the European 

Economuc Space [EES]” 

{Cavaco Silva] I support and have fought within Com- 

munity Europe for the busiding of the EES. I feel that un 
iS a means of strengthening Europe through the estab- 

lishment of a market that wall include not only the |2 

countnes of Community Europe bul also the EFTA 

[European Free Trade Association] countnes. That bloc 
of 18 countrnes will gain considerable sirength on relation 

to other blocs. The negotiatoons are al an advanced stage 

Il have some hope that. before this sia-month penod of 

Luxembourg’s Presidency 1s over. t will be possible to 

sign the treaty establishing the EES. That would be a way 
of containing the rush by some countnes toward Com- 

musts Europe. The EC must make every cflor to 

establish that space 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] “Let us go back to the question 

of integrating the former (sDR. Do you not feel that the 

prerogatives that have just been granted should have led 

the Community to be sensitive to a different kind of 

treatment or timetable tor Portugal and Spain as tar as 

treedom of movement 1s concerned” 

{Cavaco Silva] You are mght when you mention freedom 

of movement. We are about to achieve that. As a result 

of the stand now taken by the C ommission tollowing the 

talk | have just had in Luxembourg. we can expect a 

positive solution. We may achieve freedom of move- 

ment with all countries except Luacmbourg beginning on 

| January 1992. and with Luxembourg |2 months after 

that. meaning that things are being moved up by three 

years in Luxcmbourg’s case and by one vear in the case 

of all the other countries. There ss the promise by 

Community Europe that the requirements resulting from 

Germany s unification wall not cause tunds to be 
diverted trom other countries targcted by the plans tor 

reducing asymmetrics in development 

Brussels Will Soon Reimburse Portugal 

IDIARIO) DE NOTICIAS] What happens when tunds 

are diverted because of computer errors’ 

[Cavaco Silva] Yes, ves. a few computer errors have 
occurred. Fortunately. the computer agreed that Por- 

tugal was might. We will be reambursed soon 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) The Dutch Council of State 

did not approve the Schengen Accord. Will that fact 

endanger the tmetable for tree movement” 

iC avaco Silva] I do not think so. That accord 1s helptul as 
a practical exercise in freedom of movement within 

Community Europe. which 1s an objective to be achieved 

throughout the territory by 1992. As you know, Portugal 
will soon accede to the Schengen Accord. And it 1s no 

secret that there will be a new chapter in the treaty on 

Furopean citizenship. What. beyond the symbols of the 
flag and the anthem. docs European citizenship mean to 

the ordinary citizen’ It means primarily treedom of 
human movement. the nght of residence, equality of 
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nghis. and the mght to partcipate m clectons m the 

country where onc lives. | feel that all of that 1 goung to 
be established on the new treats 

[DIARIO DE NOTK LAS! On that subject. do vou feel 

thal we are witnessing a significant return to Portugal by 

Portuguese or. on the contrary. increased emigration” 

\¢ avaco Silva] People have the sdca that the Pornuguc« 

are casily attracted by the countnes im Communit, 

Europe. At the moment. the number of Portuguc« 
returning to Portugal 1s larger than the number icay ing 

It also happens that Portugal 1s a country of mmmigration 
al the moment. with more foreigners Coming in 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Some countnes arc useng 
subsidics to encourage resident foreigners to beav« 

[Cavaco Silva] That is happening only in Germany 
where the number of Portuguese 1 much smalicr than 

many people think But | must pomt out that factors 

such as political stability im Portugal. the climate of 

confidence. and the improved living conditions of the 

inhabitants—all of that has been causing Portuguc« 
working abroad wo feel tempicd to return to thee 

country 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Does thes mean that there ns a 
trend toward settling down” 

{Cavaco Silva] Yes. ves. We must contenuc thes path 

toward improving the population's living conditions | 

am not atrand that we will see Portuguese leaving the 

country, bul we are certamly goung to sce increased 
mobility on the part of European citizens 

[DIARIO DE NOTICTAS] Specifically on the part of 
exseculives 

(Cavaco Silva] Look, we hardly notwe the presence of 

the many forcigners in Portugal—Spaniards. tor 
cxample. What we are gorng to sce 1s an internatronal 

vation of executives. There may be some sompetitron on 

that respect. but the Portuguese are highly respected a 
that level 

— 

Portuguese Accept F uropean Project 

[DIARIO DE NOTK IAS] Do vou feel that a genunn 

European awareness already cxrsts in Portugal” 

[Cavaco Silva] The polls show that the Portuguese are 

very pro-European and very open to the building of 

Europe. | must admit that. in some cases. they may be 
influenced by them awareness of the Community support 
thal reaches every part of our country. But | fee! that the 

European proyect 1s accepted—I would even say enthu 

siastically—by the Portuguese because they see on that 

project the possibility of. and sole opportunity for 
realizing dreams considered impossible of attainment 

not long ago. cxamples being access to coonominc. cul 

tural, and social goods that Portuguese emigrating on the 

past told us about. | feel that the population is clearly on 
favor of European integration 
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[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) In vour speech m Lexem- 
bourg. sow drew attention to the concern that the Therd 

World might be icft out m the cold as a result of the 

European commuiment to building Europe Does that 

analysis mean that Afnca. whether Portugucse-speaking 
of nol. mas tall mnto the situatron of having to depend 

wich on nscilf 

i€ avace Selva] l certainly hope not 1 must adet that the 
FEC has recently been focusing its attention gurtc closely 

on Central and East Europe. and | can understand that 

given the prowsmits of those countries and cven the 

presenoc m them of poopics sharing Lec samc roots as the 

peopics in Community Europe But ( ommunsts fF urope 
cannot tal to accept its responsibelitecs toward Africa. m 

particolar. and « musi also have a vers open atinude 
toward Laten America In that respect. Portugal has been 

a permancnt sone within Community Europe. calling 

attention to and advocating stronger solsdarity with 

those continents | advocat paving very chose allienton 

tw Afrma Pecause that continent has capericnced a 

decade of retrogreswon and. um human terms. cannot 

take another 10 vcars of Magnathon. Europe cannot tail to 

be sensitive to that fact. [passage ommeticd] 

[DIARIO DE NOTICTAS! Do 

lor Community support tor Angola to be augmented 

during the sis months that the Netherlands ocx uprcs Ihc 

uw capect the measures 

Preseden 

i( avace Selva] Angola « part of Lome Conventron IN 

bul we feel that there should have been an additonal 

ctor going bevond the EEC rsclt) Angola will be m a 
positron om the futurc to pay hack any loans that may be 

granted to tt Eversthing depends on a genuine atta 
ment of peace—on compicte compliance with every thong 

that was negotiated The countries of the EEC well have 

to support special actions for supporting the reconstruc 

motlize that thon of Angela Portugal will work to 
Support 

(DIARIO) DE NOTICTAS] Will Portugal be able to play 
a mediating role for Europe mm Angola 

\( avaco Silva] Portugal has cnrched the ( ommunnt 

with ts knowledge of Africa and its abelity to relate to 
the five Portugucse-speaking countries. as well as its 

capacity tor dialoguc wih Brazil Portugal therefore 

speaks with a clearly respected sone on all Afncan 

maticrs today. and even on the sulyect of North Afnca 

Along with France. Italy. and Span. Portugal ms part of 

the group of fowr countries m charge of promoting 

privileged dialoguc with the Maghreb countries As 

regards southern Africa. mn particular, Portugal can pro 

vide that “mediation” tor Community Europe because 

of its familiarity with the peoples and cultures mvolved 

and its knowledge of the terrain—the technologies and 

processes of desclopment currentl needed hy those 

countries [passage omitted] 

[DIARIO DE NOOTIC TAS! What well be the model for 

the Europe of the futur 
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|\( avaco Selva] | feel. om the haws of what | hawe been 

Saying. thal « well be nevther a federation wor a conted- 
cTateon, at icast not as those are defined m tcathooks. It 

% goung to De an cntsty Of 2 type never before seen 

Portugal s postion at the conference on polutscal unon 

has Deen thal the cgurlslbrowrms m the current mmsiete- 

tonal modc! should not be altered Whai we need to do 

msicad. ms make the operateon of the insisutional modc! 

more ciieent and take sicps to mmprove the EEC 's 
atiris to respond m the modern world | would not 

vemiure to say what the European mode! will be 

Theologscal” speculatront hinder the taking of concrete 

steps It has already been agreed that those concret« sicps 
will be taken m three areas democrain legetemacy 

improved cihoency of the mstrtutions, and capanded 

authorits tor the Communny to meclude arcas thal are 
VeTY EHPOrlant to its unson as 2 Polrtocal cntsty—that os 

the foreign poly arca and the security arca 

The fact that i 1s beginneng to be sand that the EEC can 

have a common foreign policy and a common security 

poly means thal we are takeng 9 sognificant step om the 

buslkdong of genuine politecal unity But evervone feels 

that wc must proceed cautious! 

It 1s recognized today that the arcas of common interest 

are more extensive than the ones thal were beng con- 

sadered a tew years back. There are new arcas of common 

interest on which the countries are voluntarily agreeing to 

aT on concert, hasically by pounth, admunisicring certam 

arcas of soveroignts 

IDIARKO DE NOTICTAS) You have always been skhep- 
tecal of politecal union 

iC avace Selva] The word “skheptecal” « not accurate 

What | have been « realest. | have found that the 
Sositrons supported hy Portugal comncede in large mea 

sure with the convergence acheeved at the ( ommunrty 

level We have presented three documents at the mnter 

governmental conterences one on political unron 

another on coonomn and social cohewon, and. more 

recently. a therd on the soceal domenwon. Portugal has 

thus made a positive contribution to a new treaty Even 

with regard to a common forewgn poly and securits 

pollens. | have sand from the start that they cannot be left 

out of the politrcal umvon But I feel that the appropriate 

boaddecs on the Community must decide which arcas of 

foreign policy are to constitute Common policy by unan- 

mous vote (ince an arca has been chosen as Derng a 

maticr of common foreign policy we agree that decrssons 

can be made by a strong majority We also tee! that cach 

country must carry equal werght mght from the stant. We 

do not accept the sca that, on maticrs of foreign policy 

and security policy. one country can have more votes 

than another We can concenve of that possiblity om 

maticrs having to do with coonoman gucstions but not mn 

relatron to foreign policy and security polxy When a 

comes to thew respective wesght om reaching decisions on 

those polos. the member states must be equal in 

maticrs of security policy. the EEC can move ahead mght 
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HOw Mh CETLaMm arcas. alihough of rs Hol vc mm 

0 progress toward a mulitary Strecturc. Buel of can me 

ahead m arcas such as drnarmameni 

technology transicr. contidence-buriding measures. and 

ncgotiatvons within the tramcwork of the | nrtcd 

Nahons. the CSC E. and so on Bul wc are not vet ma 
poMllon to possces a genuine Octons Componcnt cspx 

cally because I feel thal. at thes moment. the ( omnme 

nity showld not do anything m thal respect thal meght 

endanger NATO structures and the 

between Europe and North Amerna 

a pursol oe 

arms cAports 

siraicgn nme 

t vropean ( stizemship | ssential 

IDIARIO Lt “i TK IAS) tiow ck ‘ou TOUCHE ‘ a] 

possible polstecal union with the presen. atoon of natronal 

entity © 

\Cavace Selva] There «a European sdentity that can and 

musi Cocanst with a natronal sdentets. (inc of Europe s 

assets 1s precisely mM dinecrets of pcopcs arth pre 

nounced and very sir ne wieniviees. But of ms possilc at 

the same tome to create a European wientisty FE eropear 

cHizensiup 6 essential to the capresseon of a tf uropecar 

rdentits 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] In 1989 you delnered a 
speer* thal was vers critical of meemctar, woeon Tho vow 

think that vou were heard and that sormmecthong has 

changed omer then. of thal the seftuateon fas romances 

the same and that the same cortecesems are stell puestrticd 

Cavaco Selva] In my speeches | o'ways defend the 

national micrests of what | semcercls Pelecve to he th 

national mterests. The EMILE well roqerre real and mun 

Clary converecn« hetecen our cooMom, and the others 

To acheeve that. we need to have a Qurtc rie 

poly. We must accept a wngle monctary polns Either 

the csxcudo will he teed permanently to the vale t th 

other currencecs, of i will wimps fe replaced ™ a sengh 

currency. and there will bc a twrompecan Bank A { that 

will place new demands on Portugal And there « a 

have to he mechanrems and mnstrwments rn the FEC that 

make i prorssstyic tw take Mructeral and sectoral scm | 

keep the Portugucs COOROTS Mm 2 COMMPCtitivc Posten 

with respect to the other countrecs and to keep i grow rng 

ai a taster rate. The Delors Report etecll rooogmirecs that 

monctary uneon will require addrteonma!l ctlort on the way 

of structural and sectoral support for certann couwntnes I 

#s0n that pount that I have been vers definite The mse 
now the wmpact that the EMI well have on thy 

Portugucs coonem,s. and | must demand that the thé 

adopt polices that serve our interests 

Impartial ( emmissioners 

[DIARIO int Noth 14S) 1 al 1? ’ budaluw 

exudo take vou hy surpri« 

iC avace Selva] | had not capected thx 

such great Gemand ai this moment. hul that ms a wen of 

confidence mm the Portugucw Curr MTT Imudenta 
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according to statements made by impartial commission- 
crs—namely. the vice present of the Commiussson— 
Portugal 1s one of the countnes that well cxapenence the 
most growth on thes decade. We have the chance to prove 
them mght. The vice president of the Commussion says 
we can. That may be. bul « depends partly on us—at 

depends on our being able to remaim on course with 
government stability. correct polcees, and a climate of 
confidence. We must sce to t that those conditions 
continue over the next four years 

{DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) Isn't that revaluation of the 
esxcudo linked to the delay in jornmng the EMS” 

{Cavaco Silva] No’ If the cxpectatoon rs that we will soon 
youn the EMS. that 1s when speculators wall want to invest 
more in escudos because they will be convinced that the 

esxcudo will rise higher. as happened with the peseta 

Portugal has already accepted the basic terms of the 
EMU (that 1s. the mndependence of the central bank and 
no monctary rssue to finance the budget). 1 has accepted 
the mechanism for supervising its economy and all the 

other cconomics. the establishment of the European 
Central Bank. and the principle of a sengle currency, and 
we have agreed that 1994 may be the year when we go on 
to the second phase. meaning that by then we will have to 

be on the EMS. and our inflation rate well therefore have 
to be close to that in Community Europe. The Commus- 
son 1s convinced that Portugal will succeed—that, with 
Stability, 1 well be ma a position to wen. The way in which 
we have been conducting our eccomomn policy has 
brought words of prasse from the Community. Portugal 
can catch up with that group of countres that are dealing 

constructively with thes new phase of deepening Euro- 
pean imicgratron. | am not yet venturing to say that 
Portugal 1s wreversibly a part of that group. | feel that 
our newghbor Sparn has already succeeded. We are clearly 
moving i the direction of that group. bul we are not yet 
sate from any and all accidents along the way. Over the 
neal four years, we must get past the port of no return 

[DIARIO DE NOTICTAS) Jomimg the EMS will be a 

maticr of me. and there 1s not much of that 

|€ avaco Selva] It well certainly not be a partesan political 

decrmon. lt depends on what you mean by much time 

Thes 1s a technecal matter, and | would never make a 
decor lke that jpust to pick up another half-dozen 

votes, thereby signing away the future of the Portugucse 
coonomy. But it 1s probable that [the decision] 1 not a 
long way off 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Do you mean that the gov- 
ernment may not make that decision during thes term of 
office” 

[Cavaco Silva] It may not, but | am mot gorng to give a 

definite answer because | do not want anyone to write 
just as definitely that the escudo will not become a part 
of the EMS before that 
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[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] What are you cxpectong from 
the EBRD [European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development)” 

[Cavaco Silva] The EBRD 1s a response showing Euro- 
pean solidarity on relation to East Europe. and 1 includes 
non-European members. The EBRD 1 the first interna- 
teonal inststutvon to be established sence the end of the 
cold war. It 1s also the first instrtutson to be established at 
the intuative of Community Europe. and the first in 
whoch the latter holds a majority mmterest. Its governor 1s 
clearly a European voce on the international scenc. li 1s 

a response showing solidarity because the micntion 1s 

that the bank will aed the countrnes that have just escaped 
the disastrous socialesm that was being forced on them 
But i 1s obvious that a bank with capital of 10 bilhon 
ECU's [European Currency Units] cannot provide sub- 
stantial ard. It can act as the guarantor of certain projects 
and thus facilitate the attraction of other capital to those 

countnes. | feel that the EBRD can do a good job of 
arding the Eastern countries, although i 1 not a good 
sdca to build up craggcrated hopes. [passage omiticd] 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Are the prorties already 
sketched out for Portugal's term in the Presidency of the 
Community” 

[Cavaco Silva] The Presidency 1s a normal task im the 
Community framework. and Portugal will be evercesing 
it for the first teme. We are preparing very carcfully for 

the things that may be dealt with during that perrod—in 
other words, 1% a matter of preparations for public 

administration and of logiste preparations At the 
moment, i 1 not possible to say what the proritics of 

the Presidency will be. We will exercese the office m a 
European spirit, making our contribution to the burlding 
of Europe. It 1s a mustake to think that occupying the 

Presidency 5 the proper moment to defend a country’s 

interests. The country occupying the Presidency has to 

achieve compromises and must not place its own inter- 

ests above everything cise. There are many uncertainties 
at the moment. But what the future presidents know is 

that they are goung to be faced with many compiles 
dossiers No one knows when the mtergovernmental 
conferences are gong to end, the Treaty on the EES may 
be signed in the near future, but that 1s not adsolutcly 
certain, the associatron agreements with the Eastern 
countnes are deadlocked, and no one knows how long 
that situation well last. membership applications are the 

subject of Commussson reports, and ut 1s possible that, 
during our term om the Presidency, we will be discussing 
processes for widening the Community. the amount of 
progress that will be made im the peace process im the 

Middle East over the neat few months 1s also unknown, 
and we must keep up with the progress of the internal 

market. What we do know for certain 1s that a number of 
very important mmtcrnational mectings will be held 
during Portugal's Presidency, specifically the UN World 

Conference on Development and the Environment, 
which will be held om Brazil And the things that are 
already certain at the mmstitutional level constitute a long 

lest. Portugal will not fai! to make the most of its special 
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poicntsal tor rclateons with Laten Amernca and Afroca 

nol Owl Of scif-imicres bul Decawse of can help cnsure that 

ihe ( Ormemwnets 6 OPeectives are more tully achecwed. | 

hope thal we well succeed. soferls and werihoul cacess. om 

confermmg prestige and honor on Portugal during thx 

cicTrcrsee OF OwT Presadenc\ 1icd tu passage orn 

After October 

IDIARIO DE NOTICIAS) Weth the leegrslatrve cloctrons 

drawing closer do vou dowM even fora n 

will be the man plaver m that Presedencs 

i avace Selwal I well he prime menestcr if | carn the 

confidence of the Portugucse If the Portugucse poopk 
tecl, on the bases of what | have Gone over the past four 

years and the plan | am preseniong for the future. that |! 

deserve that oconfudence. | well he satesfoed Wf not a 

cannot be heiped. | may be sad about 1. bul no 

always accept the people s pudgment [trust on thew good 
one 
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DIARK? DE NOTICIAS) In amy case. do vou feel that 
the Pres dom » oF the mMmrmunits rowel « ‘ Se woth of 

amMciulc Maporits 

( avace Selva) The cowntrs ¢ ma a ‘ 

; §4'u cw 1 Pr Pr wocm™ 1? ‘ NMur +‘ ocn ands 

atc urs P ere aicT 7 “a imhar Phe > = : a? ae | nocd 

We need 1 amhre cT grr “Ts “rz © “ar “it? 

al tur ‘+ a? c? s ul rn . : if J 

‘A th ut 5 cnr ma ~ : : > °F }’ : ug nm 

‘ ral » 5.57 v '* tad cl > $c ar ts Px ‘ . a 

" bur ™ >’ es ‘ ad if ’ wy . 

decades if ha awarcr ss af } ca ' = sit 

ad ng group Lome at the ? g° tal A ot sf : 

th. " necgucm cs ’ g cTM Ment rvs e 

More than ever. our Country needs mn stab 

We canna turn Pack That “oOuk! meat mire a bai 

Opportun i for ck | rw rT afr J Te) nizai 

may th : repeat tw ,;* » +) resi , tive x wif 4 7 

thea feral part J t Prix i a. 1 +4 yh + aT \ 
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ETA Commande Leader killed in Police Shoow.-Out 

LD S005 180391 Uadred RNE-1 Rad 

ei \rur ) 1m Wi 1) Wai ¥/ 

\ fucwe 

[Excerpts] [Announcer] The Ministry of the Internor 

comuders finshed the poloe opcratiion whech was car- 

ned out following the dctectson in the Barcelona locality 
o Lhea d Ament of Basguc Fatheriand and Liberty 

[ETA’s] Barcelona Commando esterday this group 
caused the massacre om the Civil Guard barracks m Vix 

in the clash. a member and the presumed head of this 

commando. Joan Caries Montcagudo. was killed The 

other most sought after member of thrs commando. Josc 

Feliu Erezuma [given Matec as heard}. was also wounded 

\ crvel guardysman was wounded too 

In Sabadell the police townd an apartment with a variety 

of srms and ammunition where several people were also 
arrested The government deicgate in the Basque countrn 
revealed thes afternoon that civic cooperation was dec- 

sive because several resedents tipped off the police on the 
flight of the suspects. [passage omiticd] 

let ws go Ww our Rarcelona newsroom to see whether 

there are any turther details to add to the latest we have 

reported. Crood afternoon, Clement Marten 

\Marten| Good afternoon. Yes. we do have something 
further because at 1 OO 11S) GMT] “we were able to 

conform that there was a shoot-out betw cen the Civil 

(suard and the terrorest commando m Lhca d Amunt 
Barcelona Province. to be specific on the ("Can Salgot) 

houseng devclopment In the clash one person was killed 

and three others were wounded, and the three have been 

admitted to the polyclemec om Cranollers. The person 

killed ws reportedly Joan Caries Montcagudo. the top 

cader of ETA’ Barcelona Commando to which ves 

terday aficrnoon'’s brutal attack «= attrrbuted Those 

wounded are supposedly ETA member Feliu Erezuma 
and a member of the Creel Ceuard Four more people 

were arrested in the pot opcraiion, two men and two 

women | Pa sSage omitted | 

* Local, Regional Election Platforms Published 

IE SOC SO Vadnd DIARIO 16 om Spanish 10 Vay 9/ 
7 

it natirebuted article “Promueses For a Vote™} 

| Teat) ©'n the mtiatrve of the Spanish Socsalest Workers 

Party (PSOE) the howseng shortage has become the 

lcadong msuc in the campangn leading up to the autono 

mows-community and municipal clecthons on 26 May 
T he [eormon ratn and Socsal € enter (C DS) has accused 

the Socsairets of “oopyeng ots edca put forth om the 1989 

legislative clection campaign of building 460,000 
howsng wits. largely for renters The People’s Party 
(PP). tor rts part, has accused Socialist leaders of turning 

unrealized housing program of 1982 Below 
we reproduce the mann planks in the varrous campaign 

The mformatron was compiled by Jesus 

towmsown 

plattiorrms 

Navares 

SPAIN » 

Howsing 

PSOt 
Direct subsidies. crtend subwdized housmng to larger 
segments of the population and regulate its assagnment 

larger supply of rental housing 

PP 
More land for burideng. financing for low- and middic- 

moome sogments. revecw fiscal crvtcria. amend U rhan 
Rental Law 

It [tl nited Left] 
Purchase renovated. municipally-owned buildings for 
remial. surrender of public lands for housing units of 

public and labor-umion devclopers 

CDS 
More burlding land. burld 40.000 low-cost housing units 

a car, build 200,000 housing units with a maximum 
rent of 40.000 nesetas 

Autonomous ( ommunities 

PSO 
Further develop the arcas of responsibilities already 

taken on. extend them and define the system of financing 

without reforming the «tatutes. strengthen the Senate as 
a torum for cooperation 

PP 
True decentralization and local admuenrstration. lovalty 

to the constitution, respect for the principle of solidarity 

between the autonomous communities and national 

unity 

it 
Reform of the histor statutes and a new delegation of 

areas of responsibility. change im the system of financing 

and converson of the Senate into a terrional chamber 

cps 

State Pact for the further development of the autono- 

mous communities. in-depth reform of central govern- 

ment to cut down on administrative. and burcaucratx 

snarls 

The Military 

PSOF 
\ Mate nssuc for the PSOE. postpone discusson with the 

partees until after the clectrons, reduce obligatory muilt- 
lary service to nine months and create a mised army 

PP 
Reduction of obligatory military service from the current 
| 5 

. Months to none. createon of a mised army 

Amend the current law to climinate obligatory military 
service and, om turn, estabirsh a professonal army 
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CDS 
Creation of a fully professional army and elimination of 

the 12-month obligatory military service 

Jobs 

PSOE 
Adjust the supply of labor through training. promote 
workshop schools and trade schools geared towards new 

technologies. 

PP 
Make hiring casier by lowerimng business costs and 

expand professional training geared toward the job 

market 

Iv 
Creation of an Economic and Social Council in the 
autonomous COmmuniti¢cs, protect jobs in industry. bol- 

ster the offices of industrial promotion 

CDS 
Professional training and placement plan: regulate the 

apprenticeship contract. direct subsidies for companies 
with contracts longer than 18 months: Stinke Law 

Crime 

PSOE 
Increased police presence on the strects, and a thorough 
bolstering of all the Local Security Boards 

PP 
Greater municipal-police presence on the streets: estab- 

lish aeighborhood and block police: bring back night 
¥at.emen, establish Local Security Boards 

ie 
( oordinate the local and autonomous-community police 

by law, Opposition to the hiring of private security 

services for municipal services 

CDS 
Civic education to identify the problems arising from 

drug addiction; draw up a map of risks and assistance 
plans for emergencies 

Traffic 

PSOE 
Mass transit at reduced fares; discourage use of private 
cars and the “bus lane”. improve quality of suburban 

buses and promote the high-speed train 

PP 
Expand use of mass transit, with no charge for seniors 
and students, build bypass roads. discourage hauling of 
Cargo in cities 

te 
Fares policy that encourages public transport, extend the 

system, set aside downtown areas for public and rented 
transportation and for residents 
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CDS 
Restriction of traffic in downtown urban areas. public 
and private transportation to Cocxrst. see to i that cargo 

moves safely and smoothly 

Environment 

PSOE 
Make economic and technological growth more bal- 
anced, more harmonious. and more respectful of the 

environment 

PP 
National Industrial Plan for the Environment. adapt 

industnes to environmental needs. Environmental Intra- 
structure Plan in tourist centers 

It 
Demand that industnes recycle. eliminate. and purify 
wastes, a ban on cnvironmentally dangerous activities. 

appoint environmental watchdogs 

CDS 
Legislative measures to preserve the agricultural and 
recreational uses of land: establish green areas in cities 

Women 

PSOE 
Social Pact for women that will lift barners to their 
integration through coordinated. positive measures 

PP 
Create the General Directorate of Women in the auton- 

omous COmMmunitics, give priority to the purchase of 

low-cost housing and job offers for single women sup- 
porting a family 

Iv 
Creation of a special commission for women’s equality: 

integration plan with a budget and infrastructure 

CDS 
Assistance for housewives, advice and guidance on 

family matters and sex education: help for women sup- 

porting families. and single or abused women 

Education 

PSOE 
Promote schooling for children up to age | 3. give incen- 
tives to municipal music schools and conservatories and 

the teaching of languages 

PP 
New model for Education Ministry, lengthen schooling. 

and expand free schools, regional program of profes- 

sional training 

iv 
Integrated schools for ages zero through six, develop- 
ment of employment burcaus for occupational training. 

health, sex, and peace education 
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CDS CDS 
Free textbooks. plan for fully autonomous public univer- 
Silies, increase budget to the European level 

Health Care 

PSOF 
Public-health and environmental monitoring, training 

programs for preventing and eradicating bad habits 

PP 
Higher quality health care. utshzation of resources: 
develop primary assistance as the foundation of the 
medical-care system. mnclusion of mental health 

it 
Municipal Health Councils that include civic groups: 

pact between autonomous communities, city halls, and 

Insalud | National Institute of Public Health] to renovate 
cxrsting cenicrs 

Municipal involvement in primary health care. health- 
education programs in day-care centers and schools: 
establishment of drug-addiction centers 

Retirees 

PSOE 
Develop a broad network of community social services 
throughout the country to foster an appropriate incorpo- 
ration of senior citizens 

PP 
Promote in-home assistance, municipal nvanagement of 
the social wage for the disadvantaged: expand services al 
gerontological and geriatric centers 

Iv 
Set aside public areas for lersure and rest, integration in 
city life through social, cultura). and athletic centers 

CDS 
Promote cultural activities and physical exercise: 
encourage voluntarism so as to become involved in 
society, depending on training and preference 
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President Vasiliou Comments on Meeting With Bush 

NC 3005 180791 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1630 GMI 

30 May 91 

[Statement by President Yeoryios Vasihou following a 

meeting with US. President George Bush in Washington 
on 3) May—recorded] 

[Text] i am particularly satisfied with the mecting | had 

with President George Bush. I would like to stress that 
during our conversation, the President assured me of hrs 

desire to help :n any way possible to finding a just 
solution to our problem. | was given the opportunity to 

explain the substance of the Cyprus issue and to stress 
that in order to resolve the Cyprus rssuc. we first need to 

resolve the refugee issue which 1s the main problem and 

i$ directly connected to the territorial rssuc 

Only with the assurance that the refugees will be allowed to 

return can we talk about a just solution to our probiem. | 

repeat: President Bush showed particular interest. He 

clearly sees the need for progress on the Cyprus issuc and 

the importance that resolving the Cyprus issue will have 
for the entire world, particularly in the sense that ut will 

give the message that the new world order has to be based 
on the international law. on the implementation of UN 
resolutions, on just principles 

Vasiliow: lL N To Decide on Talks With Denktas 

PA\L3008 134691 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 

in Portuguese 19 May Yl pp 12-13 

[Interview with President Vasiliou by Antunes Ferreira 
in Nicosia, date not given] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [Ferreira] | would like to 

know your opinion on the latest developments in the 

( yprus situation and whether we can speak of an imm- 

nent reunification or if it 1s deemed possible to build a 
federation 

| Vasihou] Certainly ut 1s possible to build a federation 

and it 1s to that end that we are working. We have been 

making cllorts to move in that direction. If we are not 

making progress mght now, it 1s because Turkey ts 

unfortunately unwilling to cooperate 

For the present. the situation 1s unc hanged. so tar we 

have had no proof that Turkey has changed tts policy 

But, on the other hand. as you have probably ascertained 
and witnessed, there 1s greater interest in Cyprus’ posi- 

tion, fortunately, connected with the fact that the world 
has been changing and respect for UN resolutrons 1s 

much greater, and so Turkey 1s also under greater pres- 

sure to react to thes fact. Right now, we are. | would say 

in a transitional period. which means that the solution 

has not vet been determined because of Turkey's stance 

| Ferreira] Do you believe that your coming meeting with 
George Bush could or could not help” 
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[Vasiliou] Yes and no. Any mecting with the US 

President 1s always useful. I believe that the President 

has shown interest in Cyprus. He deems himself compe- 
lent to Carry oul hrs mission. and we all know that, nght 

now. the United States has more influence on Turkey 

than any other country. On the other hand, not even 

President Bush's goodwill 1s cnough. since we must know 

whal 1s going to change in Turkey. Nobody can say that 

because | am meeting with Bush. | can be certain that 
there will be progress 

Meet Again With Denktas If U seful 

[Ferreira] What about another mecting between yourself 

and Raut Denktas”’ 

[Vasihou] A meeting 1s not the aim. A meeting 1s 4 means 

of achieving something. We have had many mectings, and 

so far they have all fasled because while we were working 

hard for a solution, and Mr. Denktas was working hard for 

a “nonsolution”. namely. for maimtaimuing the status quo 

That was why the UN secretary general decided that the 

last meeting in the United States should not be followed 

up. And he has repeatedly stated that he 1s firmly resolved 

not to call another meeting unless he 1s convinced that the 

Turkish side 1s prepared to make progress. that 1s. if Mr 
Denktas says that he wishes to mect with me and thus 

indicates that he mtends to cooperaic. Bul that 1s not 

enough, he will have to convince the secretary general that 

the stances adopted by Turkey can justify another mecting 

So the decision on another meeting will be made by Perez 

de Cucllar—not by me. And if he decides ut could be 

beneficial and calls a meeting. then, yes, | will be ready to 
go 

|Ferreira] Looking at the rssuc from another viewpoint— 

that of relations between Cyprus and the Common 

Market—vour country signed an association agreement 

with the EEC and has taken steps so as to be able to 

become a new full Community member. Do you deem i 
possible to achieve thes, being a divided country” 

[Vasihou] Well, that 1s like the famous question: “Which 

came firsi—the chicken or the egg” Will we always 

continue to do so” If we do not wish to stay in this 

dilemma, we will have to acknowledge that the EC will 

decide nothing before 1993. It wall still be a long time 
before we reach a solution to our domestic situation tf 

there 1s goodwill on the other side. And then we will be 

able to youn the EEC as a tree country, and obviously a 

federation, not as a country which has a part of is 

territory occupied 

[Ferreira] Excuse me for mterrupting. but Jacques Poos 

in his capacity as current Community president, quite 

recently mentioned cxphicitly the need for the UN reso- 

lutions on Cyprus to be implemented first of all 

[Vasihou] Yes indeed, but that 1s why I say that it 1s more 

important that there be sufficrent goodwill to convince 

Turkey that it 1s possible for us to make progress, before 

the matter of the negotiation to youn the EFC 
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Turkish Ferces VMiest V ithdraw 

[Ferreira] But that also means that a withdrawal of the 
Turkish military forces whoch are im the northern part of 
( yprus 1s necessary 

[Vasihou] Yes. indeed 

[Ferreira] How many Turkesh troops are there” 

|Vasshou] The most recent information 1s that there are 

around 35.000 well-armed troops with over 400 tanks 

[Ferrerra] With aircraft. too” 

| Vasshou] Arrcraft are not needed in Cyprus. we are five 

minutes flying teme from the Turkrsh air bases... But thes 
also have around 70.000 “settlers.” many of them actually 

military personne! in civilian dress, and so there 1s a great 

imbalance of military forces m Turkey's favor m Cyprus 

|Ferreira] Let us turn to another rssuc. The presence m 
( yprus of three Britrsh military bases 1s. at the very Ieast 

Strange. not to say bad. Do vou wish to comment” 

| Vasshou] Bases in any part of the world are bad things 

trom a moral viewport. War 1s a bad thing. But 11 1s not 
for us to resolve these problems. Cyprus 1s too small a 

country to be able to change morality in the world in which 

we live. So. whal we can say 1s that we wish to help as a 
country to make thes a better, secure world, in which the 

basce will not be necessary. And I do not believe that the 

issuc of the bases in Cyprus can be resolved independently 

There are bases in Spain. on Italy. or in Portugal, vou see 

and it 1s thes relatronship which we must take into account 

British Bases Are Sovereign 

[Ferreira] However, they could om fact represent a cur- 

talment of sovereignty. f vou will pardon the cxpres- 

sson—a lack of sovereignty 

|Vasihou}) No. Listen, om fact everything 1s relative. The 

bases are supposed to be sovereign bases. It 1s true that the 

bases in Portugal are not sovereign, but they are run by the 

Americans, and there are different interpretations and 
theones about actual control over the bases worldwide 

Bul, in our Case, i 1s NOt a matter which we can contro! 

When independence was granted to the Republic of 
( yprus, 1t was made clear om the treaty that the Republic's 

territory was the island of Cyprus minus the British 

sovereign bases. So this 1s a closed constitutional issuc 

and, as such, we do not have the night to intervene in terms 

of international law, but ut os clear that the world 1 

changing. and Britain will not need im the future to have 
these kinds of bases for possibly defensive purposes 

[Ferreira] The world really vs changing 

[Vasilhou] The world 1s changing. I repeat, ut rs indeed 
changing 

[Ferreira] | was recently in Eastern Europe, and | was 
able to ascertain this whole change 
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[Vasihou] Very fast. Faster than many people might 

believe 

|Ferreira] To change the subject again. do you intend to 

run again in the neal clections’ 

|Vasshou] | must confess that | have not yet thought 

about thers. but. to be honest with vou. the chances of my 

running again are grcatcr than those of my not domng so 

The truth ss that on the third day after my clection, I 

promised myscif that | would lead the country and make 

decrsions without thinking about the ncat clecthions. 

because otherwise | would not take the most appropriaic 

decreons 

[Ferrerra] Could vou have Spyros Aypranou as your 

opponent’ 

[Vasihou] That docs not maticr to me... because if I 

decide to run. I have no doutt that I wall be reelected, 

and with a greater majority than on the last clecthons 

When | ran and sand that I wouk' be clected people did 

not really beheve ut because | was an independent, did 

not belong to any party. and had no political back- 

ground, but | knew that i would be clected: It was not just 

imiuition. ut was based on an objective analysis of the 

situation. | knew that the country needed a change. and 

Il knew that the country needed to have an independent 

president—not a party president. 1 was proved mght. and 

it seems clear that people have only now begun to lke 

having a government in which the president docs not 

start from party decrssons but takes politically indepen- 

dent decrsions, objective decisions, and acknowledges 
that people are tree. [passage omitted] 

DIKO Deputy Elected New House President 

NC S005 10509] Nan mia Cirws Rroad asiing 

Corporation Rad, Fo. tha: 400 MI 

7) Way Vi 

ny terews 

[Text] The new president of the House of Representa- 
tives «8 Democratic Party [DIKO] Deputy Alexrs Gal- 

anos. Galanos s acting president im the absence of 

President VY coryros Vasihou. Galanos was clected during 
txday's first meeting of the new house. He received 41 

votes compared to 25 recenved by Unned Democratx 
tL mon of Cyprus [EDERK] candidate, V asos Lessardhis 

Galanos candidacy was supported by the 19 Democratx 

Rally deputies. the 1) DIKO©O deputies, and Liberal Party 
Deputy Nikolaos Rolandhis. Lissarndhis’ candidacy was 

supported by the 18 Restorative Party of the Working 

People deputies and seven EDEK deputies 

Betore the clectron. the president of the meeting. Semor 

Deputy Glavkos Alinndhes. read the lst of the new 

deputies who then gave the oath of allegiance 
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Ozal Proposes Quadripartite Meeting on Cyprus 

TP A300S1T7S191 Ankara ANATOLIA im Enelish 

1615 GMT 30 May 9! 

[Excerpt] Ankara (A.A}—President Turgut Ozal has pro- 
posed to U_N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cucilar 

the convening of a mecting by Turkish. Greek. Turkish 
Cypnot. and Greek Cypriot leaders to discuss ways to 

solve the Cyprus question. diplomatic sources said on 

Thursday 

Ovzal’s spokesman said on Wednesday that the president 

had a phone conversation with the UN. chict on the 

( yprus problem carliecr the same day but gave no details 

on what was discussed. The sources said Ozal officially 
proposed a four way summit during the conversation 

Foreign Ministry officials have neither confirmed nor 
denied the report. [passage omuticd] 

Vazar Reviews NATO Meetings. Decisions 

1 12005 19489] Ankara TRI Televison Network 

m durkhioh 1POOGMT 4 May 9! 

[{Teat] Defense Minister Mehmet Y azar returned home 

today after attending the NATO defense ministers’ mect- 
ings held in Brussels 

In a Statement at Ankara’s Esenboga Airport. \ azar said 

agreement was reached in Brussels for NATO to remain 
the foundation of European security and defense in the 
future. He added that NATO's strengthening in certain 

fields will be necessary within this framework 

Pointing out that an agreement was reached during the 
mectings to the effect that the future was not so clear in 

light of the recent developments in Europe and the world 

at large. Y azar sand that the preservation and mainic- 

nance of peace was regarded as the main component 

He recalled that « was decided during the mectings for 

NATO and Europe to keep their deterrence capacity and to 

determine a strategy in accordance with this principle. He 

added that the establishment of a general defense system 

composed of small but effective. modern units with high 
mobility was also decided upon. He explained that main 

defense, rapid reaction, and reserve units will make up the 
multinational forces to be established. He noted that 

Turkey's importance for the security of Europe and the 
Middle East region was emphasized once more 

In response to a question, Vazar sand tha. though 

Turkeys. Italy. and Greece have expressed their willing- 

ness to contribute to the multinational rapid reaction 

forces. no final decision has been made 

Nonaggression Pact With Greece, Issues Viewed 

PACYOSTASYSI Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

P3855 ae MUT OY May Vl 

[Text] Ankara (A. A}—Foreign Ministry spokesman 

Murat Sungar gave the following information at his 
weekly press bricting on Wednesday 
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Lady Penelope Incident 

An administrative and legal process has been opened 
against those responsible for taking one of the owners of 
a vacht called the “Lady Penclope’ to the southwestern 

summer resort of Marmaris by force. Sungar said the 
Lady Penelope. previously impounded by Turkish 
authe mties on the basis of a court order for being used in 
the smuggling of cigareties and liquor, was taken from 

Marmaris by us Belgian owners. 

The officials responsible for guarding the vessel first 
tned to get ut back to Marmaris and when this proved 

impossible brought one of its Belgian owners to the said 
port. “An administrative and Iegal process has been 

Started against these officials.” Sungar said. 

The owner, Guy Verwielgicn. 28. told reporters in 

Greece last Fnday that Turkish customs officials had 

abducted him from Simi. a Greek island just off Turkey's 

western coast. They took him to Turkey but released him 

the same night after receiving a message from the Belgian 
Embassy. he said. Verwielgien accused the Turkish offi- 
cials of kidnapping him to cover up their illegal sale of 

the vacht to him 

The Britssh-flagged vessel had been impounded in Mar- 
marts last vear afier its owners were accused of using 11 to 

smuggle cigaretics and liquor to Turkey 

Iraqi Refugees 

Sungar gave the number of Iraqi refugees at the Turkish 

border as of May 28 as 18.531. Of the nearly 60.000 

Iraqis who took shelter mn Turkey mn 1988, 27.000 are 
still on thes country. he added 

lurkes -Greece 

Sungar said any agreement to be signed between Turkey 
and Greece should include bilateral problems and a way 

for their solution. On rumors of a US. mediating role in 
the signing of a non-aggression pact between Turkey and 
(sreece, Sungar said Turkey had offered to sign such an 

agreement in 1976 

Sungar sand Turkey had always tried to create a basis of 

friendship, good neighborliness and cooperation in rela- 
trons with Greece. This proposition was once again 
presented to Greece by then Prime Minister Turgut O7zal 

in 1985. he sau 

Sungar sand 11 was natural that the United States, a country 
which has close relations with both countnes, should be 

imterested im the subject. He sand nt would be im the 

interests of not just Turkey and Greece but also of the 
whole Western world and NATO that relations between 

the two countries be established within a strong frame- 
work 

Sungar sand as a goodwill gesture six months ago Turkey 

had started a new unilateral implementation under 

which Turkish military planes fly unarmed in the hope 

that Greece will do the same. “Unfortunately, far from 
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responding to this gesture, Greece has chosen to repeat- 
edly harass our planes. We have therefore gone back to 
the original implementation of armed military flights,” 
he said. He said the positive development of relations 
was vital for the establishment of peace in the region but 
that such efforts should be equal on both sides 

Bulgaria Releases 93 Detained Turkish Fishermen 

TA3105 103091 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
0955 GMT 31 May 91 

[Text] Kirklareli (A.A)}—Bulgaria has released 93 
Turkish fishermen and seven boats detained by the 
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Bulgarian coasiguard earlier this month for allegedly 
entering Bulgarian territorial waters. Neighboring 
Turkey and Bulgaria both share coasts on the Black Sea. 

The unfortunate fishermen whose boats were 
impounded in the port of Varna initially faced up to 
three years in prison for illegally fishing in Bulgarian 
waters but a court on Thursday converted the sentences 

to fines of 1,800 dollars per boat. The freed fishermen 
left Bulgaria on Friday morning and called at the Turkish 
Black Sea port of Igneada before setting off for Istanbul. 
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